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Welcome
Understanding ethics in today’s business world, ACCA members working in glamorous
fields, and the latest news on why cryptos are taking the fund-raising market by storm
Ethics has long been a cornerstone of

of concert promoter Kilimanjaro Live

the accountancy profession. But as the

works with Ed Sheeran, Red Hot Chili

business world evolves at a frenetic

Peppers and Stereophonics, as well

pace, fuelled by big data and other

as new talent, to promote their gigs

technology, it becomes increasingly

on the world stage. On page 76 she

important to understand what

talks about taking on the online ticket

constitutes ethical behaviour.

re-sellers and the challenges of working

In July, the International Ethics

in a high-turnover, low-margin business.

Standards Board for Accountants

In other news, we continue to

(IESBA) announced the outcome of a

monitor the growing phenomenon of

major overhaul of its ethics code. While

cryptocurrencies and blockchain, and

the fundamental principles remain,

explore the developing ways in which

the way professional accountants

they’re being applied. This month we

identify, evaluate and address threats

look at how cryptos are being used for

to compliance has been revised. Read

fundraising and how this market works.

more on page 17.

See page 32.

Our big interview this month takes us

A functioning audit market

into the glamorous world of an iconic

requires the oversight of a rigorous

brand, Aston Martin. While preparing

regulator, so it’s important to know

for the luxury car maker’s IPO, the FD

how such bodies are funded and what

of sales, Dominic Hall FCCA takes AB

exactly their purview is. On page 64

on a tour of the company’s financial

we look at the audit regulators in

transformation, which it has undergone

some of the world’s major markets and

without compromising its ethos of

compare their varied activities and

creating stylish, beautiful products that

funding structures.

AB

the world desires. See page 12.
Seemingly just as glamorous is Lisa

Jo Malvern, editor

Scully FCCA’s world of work. The FD

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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The V&A has opened a
new £80.1m museum in
Dundee. Designed by
Japanese architect Kengo
Kuma, the V&A Dundee
is expected to attract
500,000 visitors in its
opening year. It is part of
a £1bn transformation of
Dundee’s Waterfront.

Ticket reseller Viagogo
has said it will sue Ed
Sheeran’s promoter
Kilimanjaro Live for
allegedly defrauding
music fans. Kilimanjaro
founder, Stuart Galbraith,
calls the claims ‘ludicrous’.
See our interview with
Kilimanjaro’s FD, page 76.

The world’s largest
working offshore wind
farm has opened off
the coast of Cumbria.
The £1bn Walney facility,
which covers an area
equal to 20,000 football
pitches, can generate 659
megawatts − enough to
power 600,000 homes.

Nike has reportedly
received over US$43m
worth of media exposure
from its controversial ad
featuring footballer Colin
Kaepernick. Kaepernick
started a protest against
racism and police brutality
in the US by kneeling
for the national anthem.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from around the world, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
FRC break-up call

Kingman review, the LAPFF

and ShareSoc complained

OECD has dropped from

The Financial Reporting

argued that the current

that the FRC is ‘too close’

32.5% in 2000 to 23.9% in

Council (FRC) is ‘beyond

FRC structure ‘has been

to large audit firms. The

2018. Pascal Saint-Amans,

repair’ and needs to be

embedded with conflicts

FRC’s difficulties were

director of the OECD

broken-up, proposed the

and prone to regulatory

compounded by complaints

Centre for Tax Policy and

Local Authorities Pension

capture’. The FRC, it added,

from the chair of the House

Administration, said: ‘While

Fund Forum (LAPFF),

has ‘divorced accounting

of Commons Work and

these corporate tax cuts have

which represents funds

from governance matters’.

Pensions Committee,

created some concerns of a

holding £230bn of assets.

In their joint submission, the

Frank Field, at the delay in

‘race to the bottom,’ most

In its submission to the

UK Shareholders Association

publishing papers related

of these countries appear

to PwC’s audit of BHS. PwC

to be engaged in a ‘race to

responded: ‘We are sorry

the average’.

that our work fell well below

Football clubs’ tax

expected of us and that we

Four in 10 football clubs

demand of ourselves. We

are ‘somewhat uncertain

have taken steps to bolster

about complying with tax

the supervision and review of

obligations’, according to

our audits. We are confident

BDO’s 2018 annual football

that this incident is not

finance directors survey. This

representative of PwC’s high

is up from 22% last year and

quality work.’

just 10% in 2016. The higher
level of uncertainty reflects

Charity fraud awareness

Business taxes cut

the pace of change of

This year’s Charity Fraud Awareness Week is taking place from

Corporate and personal

HMRC enquiries, says BDO.

22-26 October. The initiative, led by the Charities Against

tax rates have been cut

However, only 4% of clubs

Fraud partnership, brings together those involved in the

around the world in recent

are ‘somewhat concerned

charity and not-for profit sectors to raise awareness and share

years as governments seek

that a sizeable challenge

good practice in tackling fraud and financial crime. For the last

to increase investment,

could create a problem’,

week in October those involved in the sector are encouraged

consumption and labour

which is down from 18% in

to ‘look out, listen out and speak out to keep charity fraud out’

market participation,

2017 and 14% in 2016. Just

(#CharityFraudOut).

according to a report

19% of clubs say they are

from the Organisation for

concerned about HMRC’s

40 charities, regulators, professional bodies (including ACCA)

Economic Co-operation

plan to visit clubs over a

and not-for-profit stakeholders working together to combat

and Development (OECD).

three-year period.

fraud against charities.

Tax Policy Reforms 2018

The initiative is led by an international partnership of over

describes the latest tax

IHT receipts jump

arrangements and associated challenges at this year’s

reforms across 35 OECD

Inheritance tax raised

Accountants for the Future conference in November (see

members, plus Argentina,

more than £5.2bn last year,

panel opposite).

Indonesia and South Africa.

an 8% rise over 2015/16

The average corporate

and 92% above the level

income tax rate across the

received in 2010/11.

ACCA is also hosting a session on effective speak-up

To find out more, visit bit.ly/char-fraud.
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Accounting for the Future
Registrations are now open for ACCA’s flagship, annual virtual conference – your chance to gain
up to 21 units of free CPD and stay ahead of the curve on issues affecting finance professionals.

On the agenda
•

Facing the future: taking on
the megatrends together

•

Four strategies to
supercharge your career

•

Business models of the future

•

Robotics in action: challenges
More information

and opportunities for the FD
•

IFRS in action: an update

accaglobal.com/AFF2018

Some 24,500 estates were

on VAT procedures after

border between Ireland and

tax burden and you threaten

subject to inheritance tax,

Brexit. Chas Roy-Chowdhury,

Northern Ireland.’

it,’ said David Kinsella, the

representing 4.2% of deaths

head of taxation at ACCA,

in the UK. Average bills

said: ‘The VAT guidance

£14.6bn corporate tax

were £179,000 each. Nigel

explains that if a ‘no-deal’

The financial services

EU crypto rules

May of MHA MacIntyre

happens, the remaining EU

sector contributed £14.6bn

The Bruegel thinktank has

Hudson responded by

member states will become

in corporation tax last

recommended that the

calling on the government

third countries. This means

year, which is 27% of all

EU adopt common rules

to reform the tax, saying

businesses’ IT systems will

corporation tax paid.

on cryptocurrencies, in a

it generated low revenues

need to be changed in order

While the size of the

report produced at the

as a percentage of total

to re-categorise them. The

contribution demonstrates

EU’s request. It added

tax received, while being

government will provide

the importance of the

that there should be EU-

‘hideously complicated

additional guidance in due

sector to UK tax revenues,

level regulation of crypto

and iniquitous’. He added:

course around the exact

it also shows the danger

exchanges and clearer rules

‘This situation has worsened

accounting rules. While

if there is significant

on initial coin offerings

in recent years with the

the government’s aim is

migration as a result of

(ICOs). There is concern

introduction of new rules on

to keep VAT procedures

Brexit and international tax

among EU regulators at

the indirect ownership of UK

as close as possible to

competition, argued Moore

the potential for the use of

residential property.’

what they are now, there’s

Stephens. ‘The sector is an

cryptocurrencies and ICOs to

a strong possibility that

enormous engine driving the

facilitate money laundering

Brexit VAT guidance

things will change and that

UK economy and paying for

and fraud. The Bruegel

ACCA has welcomed the

more guidance is to come

government spending. But

group believes that those

government’s guidance

– for instance, with the land

place it under too much of a

dealing in cryptocurrencies

firm’s business tax director.
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should be subject to

a £4m fine (discounted to

Baker, compromising its

Sage CEO leaves

strong regulation and

£3m). Healey joined the audit

independence as auditor.

Stephen Kelly has left his

disclosure rules.

committees of GT audit

KPMG did not respond to a

role as CEO of Sage four

clients Nichols and Salford

request for comment.

years after joining from the

Ethics sanctions

University while providing

Grant Thornton and KPMG

consulting services to the

Exec pay challenge

COO. Sage missed a number

have been reprimanded

firm. GT did not respond

There has been a 25%

of financial targets and

by the Financial Reporting

to a request for comment.

increase this year in the

issued two profit warnings

Council (FRC) for ethics

Meanwhile, KPMG was fined

number of investor revolts

earlier this year. It has also

violations. GT was given

and reprimanded over its

against director resolutions,

been troubled by internal

a severe reprimand for

audit of Ted Baker. The firm

according to the Investment

conflict. The company is now

breaches of independence

was fined £3m (discounted

Association’s Public

searching for a new CEO.

related to its audits of two

to £2.1m) and required

Register. Among the boards

Meanwhile it appointed

clients. A former senior

to contribute £112,000 to

challenged is Royal Mail; 70%

Sabby Gill to lead its UK and

partner, Eric Healey, has been

costs. Its audit engagement

of shareholders voted down

Ireland operations. He joins

excluded from the profession

partner Michael Barradell

its remuneration proposal.

from Epicor Software.

for five years; senior auditor

was reprimanded and fined

Significant numbers of

Kevin Engel has been given

£80,000 (discounted to

investors also challenged

Retail tax reform

a severe reprimand; and

£46,800). The FRC found

boards’ remuneration

Amazon’s strong position

David Barnes and Joanne

that KPMG provided

resolutions at BT, WPP, Direct

in the UK retail market

Kearns were reprimanded.

expert witness services

Line and aviation services

was underlined by its near

All were fined, with GT given

in court on behalf of Ted

company John Menzies.

trebling of profits, from

Cabinet Office, where he was

£24.3m to £72.3m, last year.
But Amazon UK Services

Barriers to blockchain

faces increased scrutiny

According to PwC’s Global Blockchain Survey 2018, a lack of trust may stall progress in blockchain

over its reporting practices,

technology. Of the survey respondents, 45% believe that lack of trust could delay adoption, while

with its tax bill falling from

regulatory uncertainty was also cited as a top barrier (48%), with the ability to bring the network

£7.4m to £4.6m, of which

together (44%) coming in third. PwC’s four strategies for blockchain success include making the

£2.9m is deferred. A sister

blockchain business case; building an industry ecosystem; designing deliberately; and navigating

Amazon company, Amazon

regulatory uncertainty.

Web Services UK, also
reported increased revenues

The biggest barriers to blockchain adoption: top three challenges

and lower tax liabilities. A

1st

2nd

3rd

Total

representative of Amazon UK

Regulatory uncertainty

27%

11%

10%

48%

Services said: ‘Corporation

Lack of trust among users

25%

7%

45%

revenues, and our profits

Ability to bring
networks together

21%

8%

44%

retail is a highly competitive,

Separate blockchains
not working together

11%

41%

continued heavy investment.’

29%

chancellor Philip Hammond

30%

willing to consider’ reforms

20%

the burden on online

Inability to scale
Intellectual property
concerns
Audit/compliance
concerns

13%
15%

11%

6% 12%

15%

6% 9%
4% 7%

12%

18%

9%

tax is based on profits, not
have remained low given
low-margin business and our
In an interview with Sky TV,
said that the Treasury ‘is
to the tax system to increase
retailers, while reducing
them on high street traders.
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Apprenticeship drop

standing headquarters at

The number of

Cannon Street in the City of

Cybersecurity tops risk list

apprenticeships fell by

London. It is now based in

Cybersecurity tops the list of risks for internal auditors. The

more than 150,000 last

the Columbus Building at

Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors’ report Risk in Focus

year, at a time when the

Westferry Circus in London’s

2019 surveyed over 300 chief internal auditors across Europe.

government was trying to

Docklands.

It is consistent with the recent statement from the Financial

use the apprenticeship levy

Conduct Authority that ‘data poses the fastest rising risk on

as a means of expanding

BT pension problem

the landscape’. The top risks facing organisations, identified

vocational training. Blick

BT has blamed pension

by chief internal auditors, are as follows:

Rothenberg partner

consultants Willis Towers

Andrew Sanford said the

Watson for understating

levy appeared to be having

the group’s liabilities by

the opposite effect. ‘It is

half a billion pounds in its

disappointing that the

annual report. The group will

majority of employers regard

conduct a further review of

the levy as a tax rather

its pension liabilities. Willis

than a means of providing

Towers Watson found the

accessibility for training the

mistake when it undertook

young,’ he said. ‘Urgent

its triennial review at the

reform of the levy system is

beginning of 2018. Simon

required for the government

Lowth, BT’s CFO, said the

to reach its stated aims.’

miscalculation represented

66%
Cybersecurity

58%
Compliance

58%
Data security
& protection

42%
HR &
people risk

37%
Regulatory
change

36%

28%

25%

24%

23%

Digitalisation

Innovation

Culture

Outsourcing
& third party

Political
uncertainty

an ‘isolated human error’.

Linklaters audits, both

Fifteen per cent of the new

New IoD chair

Willis Towers Watson

currently in the hands of

partners were from ethnic

Charlotte Valeur, a corporate

explained that IAS 19

Deloitte. EY was awarded the

minorities, compared with

governance expert and

liabilities reported in the

Beazley audit, which KPMG

5% in 2017.

board diversity champion,

December 2017 quarterly

currently undertakes.

is the Institute of Directors’

results and March 2018

new chair. She originates

financial statements were

EY gains 71 partners

from Copenhagen and is

underestimated ‘as a result

EY in the UK has announced

to enable companies to fish

the founder and leader of

of an actuarial assumption

the appointment of 71

illegally, it has been claimed.

advisory firm the Global

not being accurately

new partners, up from

Some 70% of vessels

Governance Group. Valeur

reflected in our actuarial

63 last year. UK chairman

involved in illegal fishing

has been a director of

calculations’.

Steve Varley commented:

are owned by companies

‘This year I’m particularly

registered in Belize, Panama

3i Infrastructure, Laing

Tax havens fishing
Tax havens are being used

O’Rourke and founded

Audit appointments

pleased to see that we have

or other tax havens, found

Board Apprentice, which

Deloitte seems set to win the

increased the number of

a study from the Stockholm

promotes diversity among

audit contract for the Lloyds

black and minority ethnic

Resilience Centre. ‘The

directors. Stephen Martin,

Banking Group – because

partners among our new

global nature of fisheries’

director-general of the IoD,

it may be the only Big Four

intake and that our efforts

value chains, complex

said: ‘With a new chair in

firm able to undertake the

to diversify our senior

ownership structures

place, I’m confident that we

role. PwC is the existing

leadership roles are making

and limited governance

can further strengthen our

Lloyds auditor, but must end

a difference. However,

capacities of many coastal

position as the UK’s leading

its 153 years’ relationship

there is still more to do,

nations, make the sector

governance institute.’

under audit rotation rules.

and we are re-focusing

susceptible to the use of

EY and KPMG may be ruled

our efforts to accelerate

tax havens,’ said co-author

IASB moves

out, as auditors to other

the pace of change, which

Henrik Österblom.

The IFRS Foundation

major UK banks. Meanwhile,

is critical for the success

has moved from its long-

PwC won the Flybe and

of our own organisation.’

AB
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Licence to thrill
In the two years since Dominic Hall FCCA joined Aston Martin as FD for sales, the
luxury car maker has roared away from record-breaking loss to highest ever revenue

D

His office is at the premium brand’s swish

£876m

before tax of £162.8m and the axing of

factory in Gaydon, just off the M40 in south

Revenue in 2017

almost 300 jobs – 14% of the workforce.

close and personal with an Aston Martin

48%

as my family [he has two young children]

DB11 (from £144,900) and the limited

Increase in 2017 revenue

still live in Surrey,’ he says. ‘But I also had

edition Valkyrie (a snip at £2.4m). A stroll to

over 2016

to think about whether this was a financial

ominic Hall FCCA has an enviable
job as the director of finance,

i

Martin had hit a low point that same

Basics

year, with six consecutive years of losses
culminating in a recording-breaking loss

sales, at Aston Martin Lagonda.

‘Geographically it was a difficult decision,

Warwickshire. In the lobby you can get up

situation that I wanted to invest in. McLaren

the canteen takes you past James Bond’s
vintage DB5, as well as the DB10 created

5,098

was young and growing, and didn’t have a

(and crashed) especially for Daniel Craig in

Number of cars sold in 2017

history like Aston Martin’s to live up to. Did
I want to take that chance? But it felt like

Spectre. And yes, Hall’s company car is an
Aston Martin.
Hall was barely 31 when he was offered

£207m

the right time to try something new.
‘When I came here it was all about

EBITDA in 2017

stabilisation after years of losses and it felt

the role in 2016: ‘I get “you’re younger than

like there was a long way to go – cashflow

I thought you’d be” a lot,’ he says, but he
was by no means a newcomer to the luxury car market. After

recovery was still a few years away. But I invested my confidence

qualifying with Baker Tilly in 2009, he moved to McLaren

in my CFO [Mark Wilson] and CEO [former Nissan executive

Group, which at the time was in the R&D phase of launching

Andy Palmer]. They’d come here for a reason and knew what

the McLaren 12C, its first car for the commercial market (for

they wanted to do. It felt like the right level of risk to take.’ With
Aston Martin having announced this

anyone with £164,000 to spare).
He had risen quickly through the

summer that it will potentially float at

ranks of the fast-growing company,

least 25% of its shares on the London

working for two years in Singapore as

main market, it looks like a risk that

a finance specialist and later finance

has paid off, and Hall will be heavily

manager for McLaren, and looking

involved in preparing the business

after the development of the brand

for flotation.

in Asia Pacific, including the setting
up of a Chinese subsidiary.
‘The brand was starting to become
very exciting, and working for a
smaller company was great because
it was so hands-on,’ Hall says. ‘I had
a global role in Singapore, managing

‘We have the global
complexity of
Unilever, but on a
smaller scale’

managers across all time zones in the
world in a working day that had a 17hour spread. I learned to think differently, more globally.’
His boss at McLaren, who had moved to Aston Martin, put

12

More than dumb luck
Hall is well aware that the jobs at
both McLaren and Aston Martin
are roles that many would love. ‘I
needed to prove to myself that I
wasn’t just lucky and had got to
where I was by being in the right
place at the right time.’

Of course, there is a lot more to Hall’s career than luck. The
decisions he has made were quietly determined and focused.

him forward for his current role. But with McLaren growing

He settled on an accountancy career early on – on the basis

quickly – revenues were up by 70% year on year in 2016 –

that ‘every company needs an accountant’ – but studied

accepting the job was not an easy decision to make. Aston

philosophy at university because it interested him. He then
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looked for a career path that would take
him where he wanted to go.

i

other purchasers are influenced by women,

CV

so it’s important for us to understand what

‘I already had a sense I wanted to work

they want.’

in the car industry,’ he says, ‘and I knew

2016

qualifying in practice would be a good

Director of finance, sales,

portfolio and make sure that the company

filtering exercise, as I’d get to see a lot of

Aston Martin Lagonda

is not overexposed to risk. Partnering

Part of his role is to balance the product

client companies.’

with other businesses is approached with

2016

enormous care, mindful of the brand

and its reputation as a good training firm,

Head of finance, McLaren

damage that could be inflicted should

and the ACCA because it provided the best

Automotive

things go wrong.

2013

thinly,’ he says, ‘so whatever we do, we have

you are a “booky” accountant if you are an

Finance manager, McLaren

to do it the right way – not too much of it,

ACCA member,’ he says. ‘And I wanted to

Automotive Asia, Singapore

and with the right partners. What we offer

He chose Baker Tilly because of its size

balance of commercial and technical skills.
‘I like the fact that people don’t think

‘There is a risk of spreading the brand too

work globally – the ACCA Qualification is

is design expertise, and anyone who wants

better understood internationally because it

2011

to work with us needs to assure us that they

has so many global members.’ He adds that

Finance specialist, McLaren

do it as well as we do. If we get involved

choosing to work for smaller and medium-

Automotive, Singapore

in developing an apartment block [the

sized companies has paid him career

company has partnered with G&G Business

dividends, as has specialising in sales and

2009

Developments in the construction of a

marketing. ‘That has been a benefit, but

Management/financial

391-apartment luxury block in Miami], it has

I’m very aware now that I need to work on

accountant, McLaren Group

to look good, it can’t be sold at a cut price,

getting a breadth of experience.’

and it can’t be a financial failure.’

At Aston Martin Hall works closely with

Outstanding design is at the centre of

160 retail partners spread all around the world. ‘We have

all the company does, and that influences the priorities of the

the global complexity of Unilever, but on a smaller scale,’

finance function. ‘Design doesn’t happen by mistake; you have

he says. His responsibilities include pricing analysis of new

to make compromises in order to afford the indulgence,’ is

products, marketing investment and partnerships, and

how Hall explains it. ‘We deliver the car the designer wants to

exploring new revenue streams – which include car parts but

deliver, not the car the accountant wants to deliver.

also toys, computer games, property and even a submarine (in
collaboration with Triton Submarines).

‘Our cars are not functional cars; they are not a commodity.
Our purpose and aim is to create iconic, beautiful things.’
That makes the threat of an eventual ban on petrol cars all

Impressive turnaround

the more challenging to navigate. The company is exploring

It is brand diversity on this scale, as well as the exploration of

electric technology and other innovations through the newly

new markets for the cars, that has helped fuel a remarkable

relaunched Lagonda brand, but the Aston Martin name itself

turnaround in Aston Martin’s fortunes, which was named the

has to remain true to its legacy and core, says Hall.

world’s fastest-growing auto brand in 2018 by consultancy
Brand Finance. Pre-tax profit soared to £86.7m in 2017 and

As if on cue, a Vanquish growls through the car park. ‘People
pay for that Aston Martin roar,’ he says, ‘We can’t drop that.’

revenues to £876m, a 48% increase on the previous 12 months
and the highest in the car maker’s history. The post-Brexit fall

The IPO

in sterling has helped to shift cars, but there is no denying that

Currently Italian private equity fund Investindustrial and a

Aston Martin is now a far healthier company. ‘It’s not magic

consortium of Kuwaiti investors own 90% of Aston Martin’s

what we’re doing here; it’s hard work,’ Hall says.

shares between them. The flotation of 25% of the company’s

The market for the vehicles is beginning to slow in the UK

stock that has been announced will clearly change that. ‘One

but remains relatively strong in the US and is growing in Japan

of the major shareholders invests for the mid-term, so an exit

and China. The company is targeting female customers with

strategy was always going to happen,’ says Hall.

subtle tweaks to design and careful marketing; half the V12

14

Daimler, which currently owns 5% of the company, will

coupés it sold in China last year were snapped up by women.

remain a shareholder. The German car maker represents

‘The fact is that more women buy luxury vehicles in China, and

an important relationship for Aston Martin, giving access
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‘Our cars aren’t
functional; they are
not a commodity.
Our purpose and
aim is to create
iconic, beautiful
things’

to the latest technology. ‘It’s good to have a big brother on

The name’s Martin, Aston Martin…

board when you’re a small business, but we also want to be

Aston Martin has been James Bond’s car of choice in many

independent,’ says Hall. ‘We are the last independent British

films in the franchise.

car maker, so that’s very important – and not just to us.’

*

Aston Martin’s 103-year history, not to say its reputation
as James Bond’s car of choice, is something that must
be protected and nurtured. ‘That’s one of the best things
about this job,’ says Hall. ‘We’re creating a legacy, an
iconic product and beautiful things that will exist long
after I’m gone.’

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist

The DB5: Goldfinger (1964), Thunderball (1965), GoldenEye
(1995), Tomorrow Never Dies (1997), The World Is Not Enough
(1999), Casino Royale (2006), Skyfall (2012), Spectre (2015)

*

The DBS: On Her Majesty’s Secret Service (1969), Casino

*
*
*

The V8 Vantage Volante: The Living Daylights (1987)

Royale, Quantum of Solace (2008)
The V12 Vanquish: Die Another Day (2002)
The DB10: Spectre
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48%

The view from
Ross Viner ACCA, senior financial controller at Arenko
Group, and keen skier, paraglider and cyclist

of millennials believe
businesses behave

The language of finance

I was the sixth employee

ethically, down

really resonated with me

to join, setting up the

from 65% in 2017.

while completing my A-level

finance function, focusing

Source: Deloitte

in business studies. My

on financial reporting,

inquisitive nature made

FP&A and gearing the

me want to delve in and

company for growth. My

understand how balance

experience meant I was well

Ethical pressure rising

sheets and P&L work.

placed to run day-to-day
processes and understand how a larger
company functions.

UK employees seem to take a more

After university I completed a rotation

lenient approach than the European

scheme at Premier Foods. The

average to questionable workplace

broad nature of the scheme gave me

We are trying to do something

practices, according to a survey

great exposure across the business,

modern in a very traditional industry,

by the Institute of Business Ethics,

developing skills I use today, while I

aiming to digitise – and thereby

which looks at experiences of ethics

completed my ACCA studies.

decarbonise – the electricity network.
We need to attract large investment

in the workplace. One in eight (12%)
respondents in the UK say that they

My career has been shaped by

and I help communicate our financial

have felt some form of pressure to

grabbing opportunities when they

vision to funding partners to help

compromise their organisation’s ethical

arise. I combined a passion for skiing

them understand our model and this

standards, compared with 16% across

with a spell as bookkeeper at a Mark

new market.

Europe. But the UK figure has increased

Warner resort in Europe, before looking

from 8% in 2015. For UK employees, the

after the finance function of a group of

As a high-growth company, it is

main source of pressure to compromise

companies in Switzerland.

important we maintain our culture. We
believe diversity is key, both in terms of

ethical standards comes from being
under-resourced.

Auditors back away
EY, KPMG and PwC have declined

A chance meeting with an old friend

our own recruitment and in the wider

then saw me join Arenko in 2017. It is

engineering sector. We need people

an energy storage business that had

who think differently while also buying

just completed its first round of funding.

into our vision.

to take on the audit of Sports Direct
International. According to a report

The ACCA Qualification has really

by Sky News, the firms have taken

allowed me to accelerate my career. By

themselves out of the running because

combining both strategic insight and a

of potential conflicts of interest and

good grounding in financial reporting,

concerns over reputation. Sports
Direct’s founder Mike Ashley will have
to look further afield to replace previous
auditors Grant Thornton. The Financial
Reporting Council is conducting an
investigation into Grant Thornton’s
audits of Sports Direct for the financial
year ending April 2016.

As a high-growth
company, it is
important we
maintain our
culture. We believe
diversity is the key

I am able to approach finance not in
isolation but as the strategic lifeblood of
a successful company.
Outside of work, I’m passionate
about skiing, paragliding and cycling.
Arenko participates in the annual Le
Mans 24-hour cycle race, which is a
challenge I relish.

16
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CPD

The evolution of ethics
A major revision of the ethical framework for professional accountants reflects the
need to adapt codes of conduct to the changing business and social environment
Global Ethics Day will fall on

module to its qualification (in 2007);

countries, conducted by ACCA as part

17 October this year. It will be the

and its new Ethics and Professional

of its Ethics and trust in a digital age

fifth annual event organised by the

Skills module, introduced in October

report, 90% of respondents agreed that

Carnegie Council to encourage

2017, was designed to ensure that

ethical behaviour helps to build trust in

organisations to explore the role of

ethics remain at the very heart of

the digital age, while 95% of the senior

ethics in a globalised world, including

the qualification. The module’s focus

executives questioned agreed that an

ethics in business. Last year, 60

on leadership, negotiation, conflict

accountant’s ethical behaviour helps the

organisations and individuals from

management, commercial thinking and

organisation to build trust with internal

31 countries participated in a range

scepticism, integrated into realistic

and external stakeholders.

of events that included lectures,

business case studies, keeps the ethical

workshops and classes.

skills of members relevant as business

is a moving target. The ethical dilemmas

transforms in the digital age.

that an average accountant might have

As a profession, accountancy has
always been ahead of the curve both

Professional accountants around

However, ethical behaviour in business

faced 100 years ago are not, at first sight

in understanding the importance

the world have consistently viewed

at least, the same as those faced by the

of ethics and in embedding ethical

good ethical behaviour as essential.

typical accountant in business today.

behaviour into practice. ACCA was the

According to a survey of more than

In the world of instant communication

first accountancy body to add an ethics

10,000 accountants and students in 158

and big data, the ‘right thing to do’
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might not always be immediately
apparent – which is why more and more
organisations are putting in place an
ethical framework (see ‘Ethics in the
frame’, AB October 2017).
An ethical framework for accountants
is not an innovation. Professional
bodies worldwide base their own
ethical frameworks on the international
Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants, developed by the
International Ethics Standards Board
for Accountants (IESBA), which was set
up as a committee of the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC – the
profession’s global organisation) in 1977
and became an independent standardssetting board in its current form in 2005.
IESBA is also the body responsible for

CPD

ensuring that the ethical code followed
by professional accountants remains

approach used by all professional

accountancy organisations that adopt it,

relevant and robust over time.

accountants to identify, evaluate and

and regulators that enforce it. ‘What we

address threats to compliance with

heard from all stakeholders during this

Major revisions

the fundamental principles and, where

latest review was concerns about usability

IESBA continually and extensively

applicable, independence.’

and understandability. We needed to

consults and reviews each five-year

bring it up to date and into the daylight

strategy and work plan. Earlier this year

group includes representatives from a

so it could be more consistently applied

it completed a major restructuring and

wide range of interested organisations

and better enforced.’

revision of the code that will come into

including the European Commission,

effect in June 2019 (see box opposite).

the World Bank, the International

ethical advances over the past four years

IESBA stresses that the new code

Organisation of Securities Commissions

but continue to reflect the code’s five

does not change the fundamental

(IOSCO) and the Organisation

fundamental ethical principles: integrity,

principles of ethics, but adds: ‘Major

for Economic Co-operation and

objectivity, professional competence

revisions have been made to the

Development (OECD). The group has

and due care, confidentiality, and

unifying conceptual framework – the

been closely involved in the review of

professional behaviour. The principles

the code, feeding its views and advice

approach, says IESBA chairman Stavros

into the process. ‘Organisations have

Thomadakis, is essential to the code’s

always found the ethical framework

durability and international operability.

‘The principles
apply to human
minds and
behaviour; we
have to think
about how they
might be applied
to machines’

18

An IESBA consultative advisory

The changes bring together major

important, but what we are seeing now

‘Only principles-based standards

is an increased focus on the reporting

can be applicable in many situations

structure around ethics,’ says Kristian

and achieve stability over time,’ he

Koktvedgaard, chair of the group.

says. ‘The existence of pressure for

‘There is a growing recognition that one

change – which comes from changes

party alone is not responsible for ethics.’

in public expectation, the occurrence

Ken Siong, IESBA’s technical director,

of audit and accounting failures, and

adds that the changes to the code

technology – is a good reason to stay

reflect the input of a wide range of

with a principles-based code. We will

stakeholders, including practitioners

continue to consider those forces when

who use it on a daily basis, professional

we review the code, but we believe the
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debate is whether every technological

may be affected by the intervention

Siong adds: ‘It’s important that the

development and initiative has to result

of machines,’ Thomadakis says. ‘The

fundamental principles of ethics are the

in a change in the code, or whether the

principles apply to human minds and

driving force behind the code, especially

necessary principles are already in the

behaviour; we have to think about how

in a profession as comprehensive in its

code. We already have the answers to

they might be applied to machines.’

reach as the accountancy profession.

many ethical questions raised by the

Wherever the debate lands, the code

Accountants serve in many capacities

digital age – the underlying dilemma

of ethics is one of the strongest around.

and we can only capture that diversity

is the same, whether automation and

Thomadakis, for one, would like to see

through a conceptual approach with

technology is involved or not.’

its use replicated elsewhere: ‘During

five principles are a stable anchor.’

sound principles. The application of
those principles requires the exercise of

Thomadakis adds that IESBA will need

this review process, many people have
been making the point that the ethical

to remain focused and not get sucked

sound professional judgment.’

Digital influence

Stronger and clearer

IESBA has already begun consultations

IESBA’s revised and restructured code clarifies how accountants should deal with

for its next strategy and work plan,

issues of ethics and independence. It includes:

which will cover the period 2019–23,

*

and the question of ethics in the digital
age is expected to feature heavily in the
discussions, along with the application

*

changes to the safeguards concept in response to concerns from the regulatory
community that some safeguards were not specific or effective enough
clearer guidance on how accountants should think about addressing threats,
including a new requirement for accountants to stand back and think about

of the concept of professional

whether the actions they have taken resolve the issue or reduce the threats to

scepticism to accountants working

an acceptable level

an interesting and challenging debate
– particularly when the ethics of artificial
intelligence are added to the mix.
‘This is a revolution that changes
usage of data, work methods and
methods of delivery, and may
well change the components of
professional judgment, especially
when we think about artificial

*

stronger provisions for accountants in business and in practice alike on the

*

a new section dedicated to accountants in business addressing situations of

*

clearer guidance for accountants in practice explaining how provisions of the

*
*

stronger independence provisions covering long association with audit clients

CPD

outside of assurance. It promises to be

offering and acceptance of inducements, including gifts and hospitality
pressure they may encounter
code applicable to accountants in business also apply to them
new guidance that explains how compliance with the fundamental principles of
the code supports the exercise of professional scepticism in an audit or other
assurance engagement.

intelligence,’ says Thomadakis.

You can read the code, along with implementation resources and other supporting

‘Machines will be contributing to the

material, at ethicsboard.org/restructured-code.

formation of professional judgment, or
augment it. We just don’t know how far
into a wider debate about the ethics of

framework is something we would urge

Koktvedgaard believes that the ethics

robotics or artificial intelligence. ‘Clearly

other professions, especially in the

debate will change, and that small steps

things will change in the digital age, and

finance sector, to adopt so it becomes

in that direction have already been

the prospects of machines acquiring

pervasive in financial practice.’

taken. He warns, though, against any

experience, knowledge and applying

assumption that new methods of doing

judgment is something that gives

business will automatically result in an

anyone who is developing an ethics

entirely transformed ethical code. ‘At

code cause for concern,’ he says. ‘But

the moment it’s not easy to see what

from our perspective the difference will

the real change of the digital age is.

come primarily in how the principles of

People don’t always recognise what is

the code are applied.’

and how fast.’

real change and what is just automation
of existing processes,’ he says. ‘The

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
More information

But that in itself is not easy. ‘Every
one of the list of principles in the code

You can earn CPD units by taking
ACCA’s Ethics and Professional Skills
module at bit.ly/ACCA-EPSmodule,
and by answering questions on this
article at accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Expert advantage
Accountants can provide greater value to the economy as technology develops to free
up skills that can be devoted to more forward-looking roles, says Caroline Plumb
I am fortunate to travel to many
countries as a trade ambassador,
spreading a clear message –
professional services are one of the
UK’s most important, successful
and innovative business sectors.
The government knows this, so
the accountancy, legal and other
professions are priorities in its
Industrial Strategy.
Government investment is flowing out
from the Industrial Strategy, with funds
supporting innovation and more exports.
That investment will concentrate on
sectors offering the strongest growth

systematic awareness of rules and

the changes that are happening is

potential. The UK can be a global leader

regulations. The future is human plus

essential. Accountants are identifying

if we meet the four great challenges of

machine, not human versus machine.

opportunities as they emerge, adapting

our generation: mobility, clean growth,
ageing populations, and artificial

transformation across manufacturing.

intelligence (AI) and data.

Services sectors are catching up, and

to the new reality and thinking about
how they can deliver additional services.
We can see how the profession is likely

AI is likely to have a huge impact.

to evolve over the next 20 years. The

users of data. If the profession makes the

Jobs that require a lot of time today,

emphasis will shift from answering the

right use of it, backed by AI, it can make

such as basic data-processing will be

question ‘what?’, to looking at the ‘so

a bigger contribution to the economy.

largely automated. AI is already doing

what?’ and ‘now what?’. With the arrival

automatic bank account reconciliations,

of real-time accounting and an overview

potential impact of AI and big data

allocating spending against the right

of where finances are at any point, I’m

on the profession. But when you look

code. There will also be greater use of

excited about this new focus on the

at how new technologies have been

predictive analytics.

‘now what?’. It will truly help companies

Accountancy is one of the UK’s biggest

There is a lot of fear about the

deployed in other industries, you see

Accountants don’t go through their

answer the questions they need to grow.

accelerated job creation. Yes, there is

years of professional training to do

some displacement of activities, but new

data processing or type out numbers.

for an uptick in the economy from

technologies are net creators of jobs.

You qualify in order to provide advice,

this shift in the profession’s focus and

Embedding them into existing industries

suggest how to improve a business,

activity. It will lead to more growth, with

leads to higher quality outcomes.

bring expertise to a challenge. You want

more businesses getting better advice.

to present your analysis in the most

It is a bright future.

Instead of jobs losses, what we will

I’m also excited about the potential

AB

see is professional roles moving up the

favourable way to clients or colleagues.

value chain. They will be more highly

Technological change will see a

Caroline Plumb is the founder and CEO

skilled, with accountants using their

professional transformation to higher

of Fluidly (cashflow forecasting software),

knowledge more productively.

value, advisory-type services and roles.

and a UK business ambassador at the

Technology, particularly AI, will fulfil

20

We have already seen a big

That shift is about a change of

Department for International Trade,

a lot of the traditional accounting

mindset and skillset. Being open to

focusing on the professional and

functions: the data inputting and the

that transformation and curious about

business services sector
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Reporting under scrutiny
Accounting academic and former managing director at Barclays Capital Ken Lee
gives an analyst’s view on how financial reporting could be improved
As former MD
and head of

interests? What does the bridge from

European equity

enterprise value (EV) to equity actually

research at

mean? It would definitely help if they

Barclays Capital

had that knowledge.

and a qualified
accountant,
Ken Lee is well placed to view
corporate reporting from
analysts’, auditors’ and preparers’
perspectives. So what does he believe

Q
A

Inside track
See more about what professional
investors want to see in annual reports
at bit.ly/AB-Kattar1
this, you could bring together analysts

Where in your view could

and preparers from a sector and quite

accounting be improved?

quickly agree on some key measures,

Before making some general

and I would want those measures

comments, I think it’s incredibly

audited. Given their materiality to the

important to appreciate the impact of

market, APMs are completely out of

is going well and not so well in

sector specificity on accounting and

sync with the level of assurance applied.

financial reporting today?

analysis. There are some sectors where

Another thing that irritates me is

the existing accounting model works

not being able to reconcile similar

What do analysts do with the

very well and others where it is much

numbers in different places in the

numbers provided in annual

more challenged. Having said that, the

financial statements. As a user, the

most significant area where accounting

validation that you get from reconciling

Accountants focus on creating

hasn’t kept up is intangibles. Accounting

is incredibly powerful. So it’s annoying

standardised financial information.

is more comfortable with heavy

when, for example, the depreciation

The measures they report, such as

manufacturing than it is with companies

and amortisation figure in the cashflow

gross profit or net income, are used

that rely on intangibles. But it’s Google

statement doesn’t agree with either the

by a diverse range of stakeholders.

and Apple that dominate the market

income statement or the notes.

The perspective of a sell-side analyst

capitalisation of the index, not, say,

is different; their focus is on valuation

industrial manufacturers. I don’t claim to

probably more than I would have done

and ratios. We don’t blindly take

have the answers as to how intangibles

a few years ago. Over time I’ve become

numbers from the accounts. Instead we

should be reflected on the balance

more sympathetic to the International

constantly question the appropriateness

sheet, but a move towards filling that

Accounting Standards Board (IASB). It

of a measure as an input to valuation

gap would be helpful.

has to come up with a generalised set

Q
A

reports and accounts?

models or ratio analyses.

Then there are alternative

I’d give IFRS about seven out of 10 –

of standards that work across a diverse

performance measures (APMs). As a

set of complex businesses operating in

an unlevered profit number such as

concept, these are extremely useful,

a whole host of different circumstances.

earnings before interest (EBIT) can fit

but their implementation is a problem.

To do that, you need to make

into a valuation metric; the rules of

I’d like to see some standardisation

compromises. Whatever system you

revenue recognition, for example, that

within industries – for example, pharma

come up with, it’s going to have flaws.

underpin that number are secondary.

companies treating R&D in the same

But given this complexity, IFRS is not

I need to be aware of those rules, but

way and retailers agreeing a common

doing a bad job. It’s worth adding that,

that’s not my focus.

definition for ‘square foot’.

when I started my career in analysis, we

For example, I’m interested in how

I think it would be great if the

22

they want the market value for minority

Of course, there are practical

had UK GAAP, French GAAP, German

accounting profession had a better

problems. Some companies may

GAAP, etc. The fact that these no longer

understanding of the way analysts

argue that an agreed standard for a

exist in a meaningful sense is a massive

use the numbers. Which numbers do

particular APM isn’t right for them, and

step forward. If it weren’t for IFRS,

analysts adjust? Why, for example, do

that’s fine, if they explain why. Despite

analysis would take much longer.
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Q
A

Do analysts know enough about

Standard-setters shouldn’t stop asking

work is involved in the audit of a large

accounting?

analysts for their opinions, but they

multinational company.

Some have a background in

should be realistic about what to expect.

accounting and they need it for

their job. Some know much less but
don’t need it because their style of
analysis doesn’t depend on accounting.
What you actually need to know
depends heavily on the sector. Telecoms

Q
A

Do you have complete faith in

firms doing big audits is a problem.

the audit?

In any other walk of life that would be

The vast majority of audits happen

bizarre. But I see no easy solution.

quietly, with no publicity. But when

it goes wrong it’s a disaster. It’s not
that I’ve no faith in auditing. But given

accounting rules, but they probably

some of the things that have happened

know more about revenue recognition

recently, you do have to question the

than those in, say, food retail, where this

level of work that is undertaken.

But I am concerned that analysts don’t

Q
A

What do analysts do to mitigate

experts don’t know everything about

is less controversial.

Harder to address is the lack of
competition. Having only four audit

perceived questionable audits?
We look for obvious anomalies and
the quality of management. But the

red flags that you spot through analysing

Maybe the problem comes down to

accounts still don’t give you a sense of

the conflict of interest that exists and

the quality of the audit. So, you just have

know enough about accounting to help

the need to produce financial returns on

to trust auditors to get it right. You have

shape future standards. They struggle

audit work, leading to a reluctance to

to accept that a reasonable-quality audit

to judge different approaches to a

put in the hours needed to do the job.

has been done because the alternative is

potential change in accounting. And

Confidence in the audit could be built

that’s a shame because analysts could

up by good-quality audit committees,

add huge value at this stage.

and more information from auditors on

Of course, some have a genuine

to become so paranoid about everything
that you can’t do your job.

AB

the amount of work they’ve done. As an

Ken Lee is associate professorial lecturer

interest in new accounting treatments

individual with no involvement in audit

in accounting at the London School

and make a valuable contribution, but is

since the very early days of my career,

of Economics. He was interviewed by

that giving a broad spectrum of views?

I have very little sense of how much

consultant Alison Thomas
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More than just a day
To highlight this month’s Global Ethics Day, ACCA is organising a host of events and
creating resources that will have a lasting impact, says ACCA president Leo Lee
Global Ethics Day takes place on
17 October. This year we’ve partnered
with the Carnegie Council for Ethics
and Corporate Affairs – which
established the event in 2014 – and
CFA Institute to mark the occasion.
ACCA is holding a number of events
throughout this month (see also
page 66). ACCA Singapore will be
running its second ethics film festival,
while ACCA Hong Kong will hold its first.
At the festivals, three documentaries
will get audiences thinking about the
ethical dimensions of technology and
globalisation: Banking on Bitcoin, Big
Men and The Price We Pay.
As well as running these and many
more events and roundtables across the
world, we are also working on a video
series with the Carnegie Council, ‘Ethics
in their Own Words’, where leaders
speak about what ethics mean to them
and address the questions posed by
BlackRock CEO Larry Fink in his 2017
annual letter to CEOs. Companies
must, said Fink, consider how they
deal with a range of issues, from the

Ethics is central to being a respected

ACCA Rulebook and the ACCA Code

community and the environment

and trusted profession. So for ACCA

of Ethics and Conduct – and it’s why we

to supporting workers through

members, ethics isn’t just for a day;

place ethics and professionalism at the

technological change.

it’s ‘365, 24/7’. That’s why we have the

heart of the ACCA Qualification. It’s also
why we have our Ethics and Professional

Countdown to WCOA 2018

Skills module.
If you do one thing on Global Ethics

World Congress of Accountants in Sydney (5–8 November) is fast approaching

Day, stop to think for a moment about

and I hope to meet ACCA members at our stand. At the event you’ll hear from

what ethics and professionalism mean to

great visionaries in business and finance, and get the chance to meet members of

you. Ask your colleagues, too.

AB

our alliance partner Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand – the joint
congress host with CPA Australia. We’ll be launching new thinking, showcasing our

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but

research, and ACCA chief executive Helen Brand will be an expert panellist for the

formerly held various roles at the

session ‘Digital futures: new ways of working’. Check the website for details of the

Securities and Futures Commission of

programme, at wcoa2018.sydney.

Hong Kong and is past president of
ACCA Hong Kong
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Living by numbers
Professional accountancy is not for wimps. Drawing on her many years
of experience, Alison Thomas offers some light-hearted advice

Q
A

Is it ime for the big accounting

(c) an indulgent, wealthy partner? If the

firms to split?

answer to any of these is yes, feel free to

My honest answer is, I don’t

wave cheerily as disruptive technology

know. The questions being raised

A

I understand the benefits of the
internet age. I really do. But there’s

a world of difference between using

whistles by. If not, it would definitely

social media as a tool or a fun interlude

about auditor independence need to

be worth having at least a nodding

and using it as a substitute for building

be addressed. Good-quality audits

acquaintance of the changes afoot.

real relationships with real people.

underpin public confidence in big

Why? We’ve all witnessed huge shifts

And I agree, this is no abstract,

business and trust in capital markets,

in working practice in the profession in

intellectual debate. A company can

and stimulate good financial practice by

recent years. These are just the tip of

deal with one or two socially gauche

management. If auditor decisions are

the iceberg. We can try to understand

workers. But en masse, they represent

biased by the potential of an audit client

and exploit the opportunities that

a huge logistical challenge. Teams

to generate lucrative non-audit fees,

technology offers, or we can disappear

struggle to pull together to deliver their

then, for the sake of the wealth of our

into a puddle of irrelevance.

goals; otherwise-bright and engaged
members of staff become tongue-

nations, that must end.

tied during meetings. This is no minor

But – and this is a big but – given
the importance of audit to build trust,
let’s ensure that any decisions made
are based on fact and not the latest
headline from the court of public
opinion. How does the presence of
advisory services impact audit quality?
Is there any evidence that the quality
or expertise of staff is enhanced or
harmed in such environments? Are the
safeguards that have been put in place
to protect independence working?

inconvenience.

We can try to
understand
and exploit the
opportunities that
technology offers,
or we can disappear
into a puddle of
irrelevance

So what can be done? Companies
are taking a range of approaches:
mentorship schemes, training
programmes – you name it; they try it.
Where would I start? Mobile phones.
I wouldn’t ban them but I would
adopt ground rules. Take meetings,
for example. When sitting around a
conference table, don’t just put the
phone face down. Put it away. Signal
that those in the room have your full

This is too important a topic to leave

attention. And perhaps my greatest

to champions of fake news. Those who
call for change are undoubtedly doing

pet peeve is when there are maybe 10

From one technophobe to another,

so with the best of intentions. But give

I empathise. Keeping up with the

people in a meeting room, waiting for

me high-quality, independent evidence

latest developments can be tiresome.

things to begin. What do you hear?

before we put this one to bed.

But that’s where the FRC Lab reports

Nothing. Just a deafening silence as

come in. They may not be your

heads bow in the worship of the iPhone.

The Financial Reporting Council’s

choice of bedtime reading but they

Put it away. Have a good old-fashioned

Lab has published yet another

are a light, early foray into significant

gossip. It’s part of being human. And of

report on technology, this time on

issues that are going to affect us all.

being a team.

blockchain. I’m an accountant, not a

Plus, they’re written with corporate

geek. Can’t they spend their time on

reporting in mind.

Alison Thomas, consultant

Q

Contact us with your concerns at
abeditor@accaglobal.com

Q

more relevant stuff?

A

I’ve a simple question for you.
Do you have (a) a sizeable trust

fund, (b) a large, accessible pension or

The art of conversation is dying.
Am I alone in thinking this is a

disaster, not just socially, but at work?

AB

Raise the issues
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Lessons in a digital world
As long as the financial reporting is good, technology has the power to transform the
way users of financial statements analyse company performance, says Jane Fuller
John Keats wrote nearly 200 years ago

shortcut is to apply an ESG ‘overlay’,

about the ‘Season of mists and mellow

which screens for (un)desirable activity,

fruitfulness’ in his ode To Autumn.

to an index – where you hope that

That could sum up the abundance of

prices reflect the financial analysis

10-year-anniversary ruminations on

carried out by someone else.
Other investment professionals

lessons from the financial crisis.
My ‘learnings’, as the unpoetic jargon

have switched their tech-savvy focus

now has it, were focused on reading

to ‘systemic active equity’. Customer

the revised version of CFA Institute’s

behaviour can be tracked via their

text on financial reporting quality. First,

mobile phones and trade flows via

it makes the important distinction

sensors in shipping containers, and

between earnings quality – sustainable

the data used to anticipate effects on

profits that provide a platform for

corporate performance and share prices.

positive returns – and the quality of

Such multi-sourced information is

financial reporting. Management can

potentially overwhelming, yet there

and should report in an unbiased and

is a positive outlook. Advances in

transparent way on poor, as well as

data collection and analytics are

good, performance.

automating the search for irregular

Second, and just as important, it

behaviour. Auditors, among others,

is possible to spot warning signs of

claim the benefit.

earnings manipulation and potential

For the investment industry the

accounting irregularities. If every user

outcome is trickier. Passive investors

of accounts performed the diligent

can neither sell nor short a stock

analysis prescribed on income,

with dubious accounting practices.

cashflow statements and carrying

Engagement with management is

values on balance sheets, there

often discussed, but how thorough is

would be fewer Carillions.

the practice?

But who has the time to do so?

Have we got to the stage where the

Financial analysts have been culled at

neglect of fundamental financial analysis

investment banks since the financial

will actually offer opportunities to those

crisis, and the new MiFID II regulation

applying the tried and trusted tests in a

in Europe has added an extra twist.
Fund managers are also cutting costs
because of downward pressure on fees.
Active stock-picking by well-trained
professionals is expensive – on average,
active management fees erase any
outperformance of the market.
Add in growing calls to pay attention
to environmental, social and governance
(ESG) factors, and the demands on
analytical time get even heavier. A

28

digitally assisted way, which will reduce

If every user of
accounts performed
diligent analysis,
there would be
fewer Carillions.
But who has the
time?

costs? I hope so. But, with the passive
traffic running against a rapid response
to flashing signals, both diligence and
patience will remain at a premium.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA
UK and serves on the Audit and
Assurance Council of the Financial
Reporting Council. The views
expressed here are her own.
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An unpalatable truth
While it is right that we have governance codes to rein in corporates’ baser instincts,
the truth is that ethics has little impact on business success, says Peter Williams
Even the global financial crisis, which

Two factors are at the heart of why
business is so distrusted: remuneration

imperilled us all, failed to make big

and taxation. If those at the top pay

business repent and change its ways.

themselves too much, then the rest

Financial Times research revealed that

of us are envious. And if they employ

US authorities had collected US$150bn

armies of accountants and lawyers

in fines from Wall Street in recompense

to organise their tax affairs to legally

for the global financial crisis. But

minimise their tax bills, then the

not one Wall Street CEO has been

resentment will continue.

convicted of crimes related to the crisis.
In contrast, the FT found out that 324

However, all the shiny corporate
governance codes, the talk of leadership,

schmucks from Main Street, including

purpose and values, and engagement

mortgage lenders, loan officers, real

with stakeholders, amount to little in

estate brokers and developers – the

the opinion of financial markets and the

people right at the bottom of the

purchasing public. Despite our envy and

finance supply chain – had been found

resentment, we continue to buy from

guilty. It’s always the little guys, eh?
You may say companies without sound

these companies if they give us what we
want or if we tell ourselves we have no

purpose and decent values won’t last.

choice. They just want good financial

Maybe not. But then an awful lot won’t

results and decent stuff.

survive because of upstart competitors,
technology and duff business models. In

Although many consumers know
about reputation, we buy clothes from

1965 the average tenure of companies

retailers that have dubious supply chains

on the Standard & Poor’s 500 was

or treat staff badly; we queue for the

33 years; today it’s 14, according to

latest products from tech companies

consulting firm Innosight.
It is right and proper that we have

that shelter cash offshore; we bank with
financial institutions that rigged Libor

governance codes to act as some sort

or whose turnaround units mistreated

of bulwark against corporates’ baser

viable businesses.

instincts, so at least we can hope that
shame can tug away, however feebly,

It is not ethics that condemns a
CEO; it’s financial, commercial or

at corporate consciences. But in the

operational incompetence.

end, the evidence stacks up to say that
while it would be nice if businesses were

So once that is clear, why wouldn’t
you minimise tax and maximise C-level
salaries if you are running a large
quoted company? All the rest – the
negative headlines, the criticism from
parliamentary committees, the handwringing from lobby groups, the next
governance initiative – are just secondstring storylines in a soap opera. The
chance of real retribution is minimal.

It’s not ethics
that condemns a
CEO; it’s financial,
commercial
or operational
incompetence

trusted by the public, it makes little
difference that they are not.
Business knows the unpleasant truth
that in terms of existential threats,
digital disruption is a much bigger risk
than ethical meltdown, dodgy values or
bad behaviour.

AB

Peter Williams is an accountant
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Trust account
Trust is a feeling, an attitude, a relationship. But it also overlaps with many
other concepts. Robert Bruce explores some of the complexities
Brexit and ethics

The summer season of BBC

Hear Robert Bruce’s latest podcast, on
ethics, Brexit and the political process,
at accaglobal.com/ab

Promenade concerts, known
colloquially as the Proms, has run for
well over a century. It is the biggest
music festival in the world. And one
of its greatest joys is that you can

in generating economic growth’ and,

go along and stand in the arena of

with an effective and progressive tax

London’s Royal Albert Hall a few feet

system, was able ‘to broaden a sense

from the performers for an almost

of solidarity to very large masses of

token fee, and chat with all the erudite

the population from different social

music enthusiasts around you.

classes’. He later contrasts this with

And so it was, waiting for András

the deregulation of the 1980s, reckless

Schiff to play Bach for a solo piano

borrowing and securitisation. ‘They

sequence lasting an uninterrupted

were functioning on the “auto-pilot”

two-and-a-half hours, that I found

variety of trust,’ he says. ‘Money and

myself chatting with Geoffrey Hosking.

financial institutions,’ as he points out,

It turned out that not only was he a

‘underpin the minimal trust necessary to

retired professor of Russian history,

the unceasing human activity of trade in

but also the author of Trust: A History.

goods and services’. The importance of

We chatted about the current state of

trust, elusive as it may seem, has never

corporate governance and, once home,

been greater.

I ordered a copy of his book.

Trusting yourself

The joy of it, in these times of
diminished trust in politicians, business

This also came to mind with the news

and corporate governance, is that in

of the death of Bill Morrison, one of

the book he combines history with the

the greatest Scottish accountants.

cultural background. Trust, he suggests,

Back when he was managing partner

is at heart a feeling, an attitude, a

at Thomson McLintock, their largest

relationship. But it is confused and

client was the National Coal Board

overlaps with so many other concepts,

(NCB). And at the height of the coal

from reliance to hope.

strike of 1984 a group of academics

Hosking analyses ‘the keystone trust

had questioned whether the business

structures of modern commerce and
business’ and how they were all in place
by the mid-19th century. Namely: ‘A
professional tax collecting bureaucracy,
parliamentary oversight over state
budgets, a funded national debt under
parliamentary control’, a central bank,
established insurance companies, and a
stock exchange providing supervision.
All this was ‘unprecedentedly effective

30

reasons for the pit closure that

Trust is about
pinning your
colours to the mast
and letting people
know you have
done so

precipitated the strike were justified.
Morrison had to deal with an apoplectic
Ian McGregor, the NCB chairman.
He set up a team, including a young
technical partner, later to be Sir David
Tweedie of the International Accounting
Standards Board, to look into the
controversy. McGregor went ballistic
again. It was a case of the most severe
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The auditor of the NCB trusted its
own judgment, despite pressure
from chairman Ian McGregor.
client pressure being brought to bear

came up with answers that they felt

builds trust. And it is an example that

on the auditor. Morrison took Tweedie

were the right ones and with which they

will hold audit firms in good stead

aside. He told him not to worry if

were happy.

in these current difficult times. Trust

they lost the audit as a result of their

This really is where trust comes from –

is about pinning your colours to the

report. For Morrison it was much more

sticking to your guns and standing firm

mast and letting people know you

important that Tweedie and his team

in the face of client pressure is what

have done so.
But back to the concert. We all stood

Up close and personal

there for that magical two-and-a-half
hours. You could have heard a pin

Trust is undoubtedly personal issue. As professor Geoffrey Hosking points out in

drop in the moments of silence and

his book: Trust: A History: ‘Trust in large and impersonal institutions is still best

the concentration. And Schiff launched

mediated by a personal trust relationship. Traders prefer to deal with the same

endlessly into the joyous piano music of

interlocutor in the market or port. Most of us prefer to have a primary care doctor

Bach. He put his absolute trust in Bach.

or family practitioner to help us find our way through the national healthcare

We put our absolute trust in him. The

system. Similarly, when we have to deal with the social security system, we

result was incalculable.

AB

prefer to talk to the same person face to face each week, not a different person
sheltering behind a glass screen.’

Robert Bruce is an accountancy
commentator and journalist
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The token economy
CPD

Corporates too now want to get into the creation of cryptocurrency and tokens to
raise funds for business ventures, but how does it all work? Peter McBurney explains

T

he world, it seems, is awash with cryptocurrencies

are only ever held by one person at any one time. Bitcoin’s

from companies seeking to capitalise on the

solution is blockchain technology, which essentially enables

phenomenon for fundraising and loyalty schemes.

the market to keep track of who has which units of currency at

But what exactly is a cryptocurrency, or crypto? How does it

which time. By making all participants in a transaction visible,

differ from a token? And how do you go about issuing one?

it gets around the problem that plagues centralised databases

Let’s start at the beginning with the first mover, bitcoin, the

of hacking or corruption in the organisation that hosts them.

first truly decentralised electronic currency, or cryptocurrency.

Because every bitcoin transaction uses blockchain, it is

A key technical challenge for any crypto is the ‘double-spend

witnessed and endorsed by the entire network.

problem’ of ensuring that the electronic units of currency

This technology – and bitcoin’s underlying software – is
freely available, so anyone can create their own crypto on

Jargon buster

similar lines. There are now thousands of cryptocurrencies;
bitcoin is the best known and at the time of writing has the

*

Bitcoin: the first cryptocurrency, launched in 2009 but now

largest market capitalisation, as measured by the current price

more famous (or notorious) for its price volatility

multiplied by the number of ‘coins in circulation’.

*

Blockchain: the technology on which cryptocurrencies are

The second highest market cap is for ether, the crypto used

based, which enables the market to keep track of who has

in Ethereum, another distributed ledger platform similar to

which units of currency at which time, and whose design and

blockchain. The word ‘token’ is applied to such currencies.

transparency eliminates the need for centralised control

*
*
*

Cryptocurrency or token: an electronic currency, created by

Loyalty schemes

entities for different purposes – including fundraising and

Tokens operate like the loyalty schemes in retailing, such as

loyalty schemes, but also student projects and even just

airlines’ frequent flyer programmes. Because tokens may also

personal amusement

have resale value, it is possible to sell them to raise funds for a

Ethereum/ether: the former is a blockchain platform on

business venture, even ahead of the venture launch.

which the latter cryptocurrency is based

Imagine you plan to start a new airline, flying between

Initial coin offerings (ICOs): the sale of a new cryptocurrency

London and Nairobi, and you want to offer a loyalty

to raise funds for a new or existing business venture.

programme to your frequent flyers. To raise the funds to start
the airline, you sell frequent-flyer tokens before you buy any

32
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aircraft, or negotiate landing or take-off permissions, or even
create an IT system to manage the tokens.
But why would anyone buy such tokens? One reason would

A tale of two ICOs
One example of an ICO is PowerSnookerCoin from UK sports

be for business use: if the purchaser had a company with

company Power Snooker Group. It decided on an ICO (opened

offices in the UK and Kenya, say, and its staff flew regularly

in January 2018 and running until November) as the best way

between London and Nairobi, then by buying frequent-flyer

to raise funds to develop venues in UK cities for hosting the

tokens in advance, it could save on the future cost of tickets.

version of snooker it has developed; token-holders will have

As for non-business reasons to buy tokens, investment and

preferential access to venues and Power Snooker tournaments.

speculation can be powerful incentives – purchasers might

Another example of an ICO is BitMinutes, developed by a

believe, for example, that the resale price of tokens after the

team from Harvard and Stanford universities in the US, and

airline’s launch would be higher than pre-launch.

intended to help ‘bank the unbanked’ in the developing world.

Many people have invested in token enterprises, called

BitMinutes will create a cryptocurrency backed by prepaid

initial coin offerings (ICOs). Over the past four years there has

airtime on phone networks to enable the buying and selling

been a boom in ICOs, which raked in US$4bn in 2017 alone.

of airtime minutes, and to support peer-to-peer lending and

By some estimates, this 2017 total was already exceeded in the

transfers, and micro-loans.

first three months of 2018.
Most ICOs require tokens to be purchased using another
customer’, or KYC, information) – and sometimes even

value during 2016 and 2017, the valuation of ICOs also rose.

information about the sources of investors’ funds. It’s an

Some ICOs have investments worth more now than at the

approach unpopular with many in the crypto world, who often

time the ICO closed. The popularity of ICOs has also boosted

prefer anonymous transactions. A third approach to ICO

Ethereum, which is now the most common platform for the

issuance is to ignore all regulations and simply sell the tokens.

launch and management of new tokens.

This runs the risk of later action by regulators or even law suits
from regulators and investors with unmet expectations.

Leaping the hurdles

As well as regulatory risks, there are technology and

Of course, there are risks in buying tokens before a business

governance risks. The textbook example of governance risk

even exists. There may be technological challenges to resolve,

is the Tezos ICO, which raised US$232m in July 2017 and was

organisational or governance issues to settle, and regulatory

due to launch its tokens by early 2018. After the ICO closed,

hurdles to overcome – there may even be outright fraud.

a disagreement arose between the project’s founders and the

Let us take the regulatory issues first – what is sometimes

directors of an independent Swiss foundation that the founders

referred to as the ‘fifth P of marketing’: permission. ICOs

had appointed to run the project at arm’s length. Although

are banned in some countries, such as China. Even where

resolved later in 2017, the disagreement delayed the launch

they are legal, the legislation and regulation applying to

of the tokens. Ironically, the Tezos network was intended to

them is unclear and in flux. Where ICOs are a legal means to

simplify the governance and management of cryptocurrencies.

fundraise for a new venture, a key question is whether they are

CPD

crypto – typically bitcoin or ether. As these two cryptos rose in

Many central banks and commercial banks have also been

simply a security (eg, a negotiable financial instrument with

exploring cryptos, for internal applications and interbank

some monetary value and partial ownership of a company).

settlements. Given the ease with which startups have raised

In most Western countries the issue of new securities

funds through ICOs, many large corporations are also now

requires considerable effort and cost in preparing investor

looking at issuing tokens for fundraising. Further rapid growth

documentation and complying with regulations. Some

in this exciting domain seems likely over the coming years.

AB

ICOs have complied, typically taking six or more months to
prepare the necessary documents and spending hundreds of

Peter McBurney is professor of computer science at King’s

thousands of dollars in fees for legal and regulatory advice,

College London and a member of the academic advisory

such as in the case of securities filings in the US.

council of the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority. The views

A less stringent approach is not to sell tokens to citizens or
residents of countries where ICOs are banned or securities
regulations are particularly strict. This approach normally
requires the promoter of the token to collect identity
information about the potential investors (‘know-your-

expressed here are his own.
More information
Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Corporate conduct
A recent survey by the Institute of Business Ethics of employee attitudes to workplace
ethics in eight countries has assessed organisations’ ethical culture and risk

Honesty dominant

Ethics programmes make huge difference

IBE’s Ethics at Work survey covered France, Germany,

Responses were markedly different between employees of

Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and the UK.

organisations with a comprehensive ethics programme and

Ireland topped the honesty table, Germany came bottom.

those without.

78% of
all employees
surveyed said their
organisation acts
with honesty

86%
57%

83%
46%

73%
42%

69% in
Germany

88% in
Ireland

My organisation acts My line manager sets
responsibly
a good example

I would speak up
about misconduct

Organisations with an ethics programme
Organisations without an ethics programme

Other countries, other customs
Of fiddling, filching and duvet days

Levels of acceptability of the nine workplace practices listed

Are the following practices acceptable or unacceptable?

opposite vary according to country.

Making personal phone calls from work
Making personal use of the internet
during work hours
Posting personal mail from work
Taking pencils and pens from work
Favouring family or friends when
recruiting or awarding contracts
Usng company petrol for personal mileage

47%
51%
41%
57%
31%
67%
29%
70%
19%
78%
14%
84%

Minor fiddling of travel expenses

9%

Charging personal entertainment to expenses

9%

Pretending to be sick to take the day off

9%

Acceptable

89%

More accepting

German employees were
more likely than the European
average to find all nine
practices opposite acceptable

UK employees were more
likely to deem eight of the
practices acceptable

89%
90%

Unacceptable

French employees were more
likely to consider seven of the
practices acceptable

More information
To read the IBE’s Ethics at Work 2018 employee survey, go
to bit.ly/IBE-2018

Swiss employees more likely to
see four practices acceptable
(and two unacceptable).

Less accepting

More Portuguese employees
than the European average
found all nine workplace
practices opposite to be
unacceptable

More employees in Italy
than the European average
thought seven of the nine
workplace practices to be
unacceptable

More employees than the
European average in both
Ireland and Spain considered
six of the nine workplace
practices to be unacceptable
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Ethics will be the key differentiator in the future.
Is your business ready?
The digital age is now regularly presenting professional
accountants with dilemmas and decisions they have never
had to face before. This is testing the quality of their
training and putting an entirely new emphasis on their
ethical principles.
In the future, the digital landscape will continue to throw
up increasingly grey areas that will require impeccable
ethical judgment. How well the principles of ethics have
been taught and ingrained in professioal accountants is
set to become a significant differentiator between firms of
equal technical capability.
It seems likely that the risks of ethical compromise will go
way beyond issues of honest and straightforward professional

and business relationships (integrity). For instance, it is difficult
to apply ethical judgment to the use of distributed ledgers
without a sufficient understanding of what they are.
An ACCA study shows that the majority of professional
accountants see the area most at risk of compromise to be
professional competence and due care. But that’s a snapshot
of today. Tomorrow, the pressure on demonstrating strong
ethical principles will become even more important in the face
of new and evolving digital scenarios.
How ready is your business to deal with this? As part of a
new initiative, ACCA has looked at several major drivers of
change and is inviting employers to explore just how ready
their businesses are to cope with these.

Just how ready is your business?
As an employer, just how ready do you think your business is to
cope with the new demands that will be put upon your employees’
ethical judgment? Pick a number between 0 and 100%.
•

Have you already anticipated this and put robust ethics

•

criteria in place?
Have you established clear hiring criteria to ensure only
appropriately trained recruits are joining your team?

•

Or are you only now waking up to the fact that, in the future,
your team’s technical excellence will need to be matched by
their ethical excellence?

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

0% ready – where to begin

25% ready – made a good start

50% ready – halfway there

Unprepared
Feeling totally unprepared
for a more complex future?
Unsure of your current policies
and approach to ethics within
the finance function? Now is
a good time to start changing
that. To instil trust, professional
accountants will need to
demonstrate ethics more
overtly, learn new behaviours
and adopt new ways of working.
First step: read ACCA’s report
Ethics and Trust in a Digital
ge, which will help explain
where best to begin.

A good start
So, your business is starting to
understand that ethical financial
behaviour is much more than just
an intuitive sense of following
your conscience; it means
demonstrating professional
competency and applying ethical
behaviour in work situations.
Your business will need finance
professionals trained in ethics,
and strong ethical leadership
setting the tone at the top. ACCA
has identified six ways to promote
ethics within your organisation –
an easy framework to apply.

Halfway there
You know that technical
capabilities are only half of
the story, and that a wellrounded skillset needs to be
complemented by strong
ethical behaviours. Now it’s time
to put an emphasis on new and
emerging ethical considerations
in an evolving digital age.
ACCA can help you navigate
the ethical implications of new,
complex situations from a
global point of view.
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100% ready – so, what’s next?
What’s next?
Congratulations! Your
organisation firmly believes in the
value and importance of ethical
behaviour – not just as an essential
quality of the future finance
professional but also as a driver
for sustainable organisational
performance. So how about
you take a more prominent role
in championing this important
thinking, and help ACCA share
and promote best practice across
your industry, and indeed through
our global network?

75% ready – feeling confident
Confident
You are in a good place. Your
teams are effective in learning
new information quickly and
applying their ethical judgment,
often in situations they may
not have seen before. You are
confident they are meeting the
standards of ethical behaviour
expected. So now would be a
good time to establish a robust
evaluation process. ACCA can
help you develop ways to assess
objectively whether behaviour is
ethical and if knowledge levels
are adequate.

ThinkAheadIndex_DPS_v3.indd 3

Ready for what’s next?
In the future, how businesses operate will be very different. Digital and other
new technologies, the global economy, politics, legislation, cybersecurity, risk,
and climate change – all of these factors are forcing change upon business
processes, people and services.
The finance and accounting function sits at the very centre of these
transformative challenges, and how it adapts to them will be critical.
At ACCA, we have always looked ahead to anticipate change and
understand its impact on business, finance and the profession. We are
working in partnership with employers around the world to help support
them in preparing for that change.
As part of a new initiative, we have looked at 10 major drivers of change
and are inviting employers to explore just how ready their businesses are to
cope with them.
Find out more on the ACCA website and use our interactive tool to assess
your business’ readiness to challenges, such as:
Blockchain and its impact on audit
The great AI takeover
The new skills gap
The impending talent crisis
China’s Belt and Road initiative
The unchecked proliferation of risk
Coping with unmet training needs
Cross-border business and a global economy

Is your business ready?

Find out more
Find out how ready your business is by trying our new, interactive
readiness assessment tool at: accaglobal.com/ethics-readiness

11/09/2018 14:08

The theory of evolution
The complexities and transformations of today’s world are forcing organisations to
evolve their business models to keep up with change – and seize the advantage

organisations are responding by refashioning their

A

future: systems, convergence and characteristics, this complex

business models. The key trends include rising

world is leading to new approaches to developing business

incomes and living standards around the world (although in

models. The traditional, linear approach to business model

some societies many people do not benefit from economic

design is now out of date, and today’s new business models

growth). Another is better access to financial services

have to navigate complexity, build resilience and make the

globally, particularly through the development of digital

most of opportunities to create new forms of value.

s key trends reshape the global economy, so

As highlighted in the ACCA report Business models of the

financial services provided via mobile phones. Also influential
are shifting demographics, including ageing populations in

Models fit for the future

some countries, and the growth of megacities.

Jimmy Greer, head of sustainability research and policy at

Alongside these global shifts, continuing developments

ACCA, says: ‘New tools mean that business model innovation

in technology and the mass generation of data are creating

is easier to achieve than ever, and organisations are using

space for new business models that can enhance quality

multiple models in different ways for value creation. But

of life – and sometimes pose new ethical questions. This is

the challenges of today’s world demand a wider, more

also a world of institutional deficiencies, with international

systemic view.

governance bodies struggling to regulate business practices

‘Organisational design disruption does not occur in

and enable sustainable and inclusive growth, account for

a vacuum. It plays out across the complex landscape of

intangible capital and organise effective social support

economies and societies. While there have always been

systems. To add to this complex picture, an appreciation of

challenges throughout the course of modern economic

the world’s environmental limits has increased the urgency

development, as long waves of technology ebb and flow, social

attached to tackling climate change, the degradation of

institutions underperform and environmental limits are tested,

natural resources and increasingly polluted oceans.

today these challenges are now emerging in new spaces.’

All change in the land of the giants
Over the past 60 years, the world’s biggest businesses have been supplanted by others riding the powerful global waves of
technology convergence, different approaches to product and service design, and the emergence of entirely new sectors
The world’s largest 10 companies, decade by decade

1957
AT&T
Standard Oil NJ
General Motors
Du Pont
General Electric
IBM
Texas Co
Gulf Oil
Standard Oil NY
Union Carbide Co
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1967
IBM
AT&T
General Motors
Standard Oil NJ
Eastman Kodak
Texaco
Sears Roebuck
General Electric
Gulf Oil
Du Pont

1977
IBM
AT&T
Exxon
General Motors
General Electric
Sears Roebuck
Eastman Kodak
Texaco
Standard Oil Indiana
Procter & Gamble

1987
IBM
Exxon
General Electric
AT&T
Merck
Du Pont
Philip Morris
Ford Motor
General Motors
Amoco

1997
General Electric
Coca-Cola
Microsoft
Exxon
Merck
Intel
Philip Morris
Procter & Gamble
IBM
AT&T
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ACCA’s report identifies 12 characteristics of business
models fit for the future, as follows:

*

*

*

Potential-enhancing. The provision of tools for people and

*

Fair play. Ethics should be at the heart of everything.

and the potential to benefit by contributing to an
ecosystem and building on others’ knowledge and learning.

integrating many different components of business so that
Participatory. Customer expectations of participatory
consumption (rather than just transactional consumption)

places to realise potential can create outsized returns for all.
The need for sound business ethics is even more acute

are allowing organisations to rethink how they interact with

in a digital environment where any lack of professional

customers and other stakeholders.

competence and due care can cause ethical issues to
emerge in unexpected places.

Platform-ready. Online platforms provide an opportunity

*

to unlock value by building communities, empowering
individuals and benefiting from network effects.

*

Open. Openness allows more sharing and collaboration,

Multilayered. Companies are bringing together and
their cooperation can create value.

*

*

Convening. Assembling groups in a virtual or physical
space (or around an idea), and building a community that
people value, contributes to social and civic systems.

Multi-capitalist. Organisations understand that value
creation through a business model requires not only
financial capital, but also intellectual, natural and relational

*

Restorative. The ability to fix, renew and repair is not only
more efficient but can also unlock new sources of value.

forms of capital.

*
*

Purposeful. Engendering a sense of purpose (and

Think ‘like a system’

communicating this sincerely to employees, customers

Professional accountants can play a valuable role in business

and partners) builds resilience and long-term value.

model innovation, particularly in relation to value proposition,

Data-sensible. Recognising the importance of data, its

value creation and value capture. However, alongside their

sensitivity and its owners’ rights, is key. This includes

traditional strengths of financial acumen, technical knowledge

understanding the need for data portability (the ability to

and ethical judgment, they will need to develop new mindsets.

move, copy or transfer data easily from one database or IT

*

For example, professional accountants will need to think

environment to another).

‘like a system’ – taking a holistic view and understanding how

Boundary-testing. Organisations are realising they need

to operate in a network. They will also need to understand

to go beyond perceived natural boundaries to create

how to capture and assess new sources of value, including the

enduring value in areas previously thought beyond them.

development of new methods for measuring and evaluating
value. They will require creative capabilities to think differently
and solve problems, taking account of human and social

Exxon Mobil
General Electric
Microsoft
AT&T
Procter & Gamble
Berkshire Hathaway
Chevron
Johnson & Johnson
Walmart Stores
Bank of America

2017
Apple
Alphabet
Microsoft
Amazon
Berkshire Hathaway
Facebook
Johnson & Johnson
JPMorgan Chase
Exxon Mobil
Bank of America

factors as well as making the most of new technologies such as
artificial intelligence. Last but not least, they will need to adopt
Source: neuvc.com/labs/top500

2007

a long-term mindset so that they can help organisations to
build resilience and tap previously unseen opportunities.
‘The accountancy profession is well placed to support
the growth of business models of the future that help build
resilient, inclusive and prosperous societies,’ says Greer. ‘The
unique contribution that professional accountants can make
to how a business model proposes, creates and captures
value means that they can play a meaningful, strategic role in
building organisations that are ready for the future.’

AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Rich pickings
With the world’s ultra-rich coming from an increasingly wide range of backgrounds
and locations, those who manage their fortunes can enjoy growing opportunities

W

ith all the media coverage of tech billionaires

retailing, media, oil and gas, gambling, real estate, footwear,

and the quest to find the next unicorn

brewing, pet food, sweets, banking and cars. Then there is

businesses, it would easy to assume that many

inherited wealth. If we look at Forbes again, we see that three

of the world’s wealthiest individuals are nerds from Silicon

members of the Walton (Walmart) family slot in at number 14,

Valley. Some may be, but in fact most are not.

15 and 16. They inherited their wealth from founders Sam and

Individuals who accumulated their wealth through tech-

James who died 1992 and 1995 respectively. Not far behind

based businesses do feature prominently in the upper

is Françoise Bettencourt Meyers, heir to the L’Oréal empire.

echelons of the 2018 Forbes World’s Billionaires list. Amazon’s

There are many more who were born rich and who face the

Jeff Bezos heads the ranking, with US$112bn, and Bill Gates

challenge of maintaining and enhancing their wealth.

of Microsoft comes in second with US$90bn. Facebook’s Mark
Zuckerberg, the world’s youngest super-rich individual, worth

Global growth

US$71bn at age 34, is the fifth wealthiest person, while Larry

Globally, the number of people holding significant wealth

Ellison, founder of the Oracle software business, is in 10th

is increasing. Wealth-X’s World Ultra Wealth Report 2018,

place with US$58.5bn.

which researches those with net worth of US$30m or more,

There are plenty of other tech billionaires sprinkled through

(UHNWIs), a 12.9% increase on the year before. Their total

Steve Ballmer of Microsoft, for example. But many of the

combined wealth amounted to US$31.5 trillion, an increase of

wealthiest are neither young nor techie. Take Warren Buffett

16.3% over the previous year.

– known as the ‘Sage of Omaha’ and ‘the World’s Most

So the wealthy are becoming more numerous. There is also

Successful Investor’ – in third place with US$84bn. In fourth

a marked geographical change under way. The tectonic plates

place comes the richest person in Europe, France’s LVMH

of global wealth have now shifted significantly towards the

chairman and CEO Bernard Arnault, with US$72bn, while in

East. Traditionally, North America – and the US in particular –

sixth place is Amancio Ortega (US$70bn), co-founder of Zara

has produced more HNWIs than any other region, but for the

and the world’s wealthiest retailer.

first time last year, UBS and PwC found that Asian billionaires

As you look down the list you see that many of the superrich actually made their wealth in traditional fields. They span

40

found that there were 255,810 ultra-high-net-worth individuals

Forbes list, too – Larry Page and Sergey Brin of Google and

outnumbered those in the US, although the US still retains
the greatest concentration of wealth. Meanwhile, Wealth-X’s
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report found that in 2017 Hong Kong

Wealth of opportunity

overtook New York to become the

As the number of HNWIs grows,

world’s top city for the ultra-rich, with

so, too, do the opportunities for

a 31% increase in UHNWIs.

wealth managers. And with many

Global property consultant Knight

of the wealthiest people age, how

Frank’s 2017 Wealth Report found

they pass on their wealth becomes

that while North America leads the

The tectonic plates
of global wealth
have now shifted
significantly towards
the East

field in the total number of UHNWIs,
over the 10 years from 2006 to 2016
their numbers have increased by 42%
in the Latin America and Caribbean
region, 48% in the Middle East, 13%
in Africa, 86% in Australasia and a
whopping 121% in Asia. Russia and

a pressing concern. In their research
New value creators gain momentum
– billionaires insights 2017, bankers
UBS and consultants PwC ‘estimate
that US$2.4 trillion of billionaire
wealth will be transferred in the
next two decades as billionaires
age, with a significant amount

the CIS come in at 36% while Europe

going to philanthropic causes’. This

posted a 17% increase.

is a very big number indeed and so could be the fees and

Knight Frank also noted that some countries have

commissions paid to advisers and wealth managers; nice work

experienced astonishing increases in their UHNWI

if you can get it.

populations. Vietnam experienced a 320% increase. In India

In Asia, the proliferation of HNWIs is already impacting on

and China, the world’s two most populous countries, the

the wealth management market, with competition so fierce

ultra-wealthy population has increased over a decade by 290%

that managers are enjoying the highest pay hikes rises in

and 281% respectively. By way of comparison, the UK, which is

over a decade – in some cases over 30% in Hong Kong and

home to more of Europe’s UHNWIs than any other country, has

Singapore, according to private bankers and recruiters.

shown an increase of a mere 28%.

So what next? Will wealth continue to be created globally
and where will it be concentrated? According to Wealth-X, the
global population with over US$30m is set to rise to 299,000

2018 Forbes billionaires ranking

people by 2021. They anticipate that the trend towards a
global spread of wealth will continue. What’s more, wealth is

Rank

Name

Net worth

Age

Source

Country

likely to become more mobile.

1.

Jeff Bezos

US$112bn

54

Amazon

US

live anywhere they choose and, thanks to ever-improving

2.

Bill Gates

US$90bn

62

Microsoft

US

3.

Warren
Buffett

88

Berkshire
Hathaway

US

4.

Bernard
Arnault

US$72bn

69

LVMH

France

5.

Mark
Zuckerberg

US$71bn

34

Facebook

US

be wherever the wealthy lay their heads at night. This poses

6.

Amancio
Ortega

US$70bn

82

Zara

Spain

those who advise the wealthy. Perhaps taxation, and wealth

7.

Carlos Slim
Helu

US$67.1bn

78

(telecoms)

Mexico

cloud to keep pace with the iterant rich?

8.

Charles
Koch

US$60bn

82

Koch
Industries

US

retaining and enhancing their wealth will remain significant,

8.

David Koch

US$60bn

78

Koch
Industries

US

10.

Larry
Ellison

US$58.5bn

74

(software)

US

The itinerant wealthy are already a phenomenon. They can

US$84bn

communications, will be able to run their businesses from
wherever they find themselves. So the obvious question is,
where will UNHWIs choose to live in future?
Some may choose tax havens like Monaco; others will prefer
the security of Switzerland or perhaps the UK. What seems
likely is that wealth will become fluid and stateless; home will
some interesting questions for tax collectors, and also for
advice and management, will need to take up residence in the
Meanwhile, for HNWIs themselves, the challenge of
and a continuous burden. So, with the global increase in
private wealth, opportunities for tax specialists and wealth
managers are likely to abound.

AB

Richard Willsher, journalist
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Transformers
Robotic process automation could be the driver for the strategic transformation of the
finance team, according to a joint report from ACCA, CA ANZ and KPMG

F

or the CFO, the implementation of robotic process

offers insights from global organisations on the adoption of

automation (RPA) goes way beyond the capture of

robotics, and identifies the implications and opportunities of

cost reduction benefits. RPA also promises improved

RPA implementation for the finance function.

controls, faster processing speed and better data quality –
and a major opportunity to transform the finance function.
A joint ACCA, CA ANZ and KPMG report, Embracing

Perhaps unsurprisingly, there is confusion in the marketplace
around the role and opportunities of robotics for the finance
sector. Deploying RPA is as much about change management

robotic automation during the evolution of finance, shares

and stakeholder engagement as it is about software

the results of a survey of over 2,500 ACCA and Chartered

implementation. Any change as significant as introducing RPA

Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) members,

into finance will bring challenges. In business transformation,
the soft stuff – the people element – is the hard stuff.
The report says that CFOs need to engage with finance

Centre of excellence

function staff to involve them in the transition process and

Implementing RPA in pharmaceutical giant GSK’s financial

to work with the technology. With so many media reports

shared services in China was part of a wider transformation for

focusing on the threat from robotics, it is not surprising that

the function. Two primary goals were adding business value

some people are scared of losing their jobs to robots.

and improving the control environment.
Scaling its RPA deployment made GSK look at its

All businesses can benefit

governance model. RPA was a locally driven finance team

Working with robots remains mainly the preserve of big

initiative at the beginning, but as its governance implications

organisations – three-quarters of the large organisations

became understood more widely, GSK set up a central

surveyed have either trialled or implemented RPA in

technology team as an RPA centre of excellence.

the finance function, compared with only one-third of

Establishing the command-and-control hub has produced

smaller entities. But Nikki McAllen, financial management

many benefits including:

partner at KPMG Australia, says RPA can be as suitable

*

better coordination of software licensing and supplier

for smaller entities as larger ones, as it ‘can significantly

engagements

reduce processing costs, improve the productivity and

*
*

enterprise-wide visibility of work-scheduling of the robots

knowledge of employees and the quality of the data and

centralised maintenance and control of robot performance

data flows. So if it’s not cost-prohibitive, then I would be

including analytical reporting.

considering RPA as a potential solution regardless of the
size of the organisation.’

42
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The biggest barrier to RPA cited by CFOs is knowing where
to start. Geraldine Magarey, thought leadership and research

Lessons from the pioneers

leader at CA ANZ, says: ‘First, we find that finance teams are

*

still understanding the benefits that RPA may bring to their
businesses: there is not a lot of information about how RPA

have many competing priorities, including for resources, so for

responsibilities will ensure minimal resistance.

*

many it is not the highest priority at the present time.’

Reality check
Misunderstandings around the basic functionality and
applicability of RPA can result in finance leaders looking to IT
to dominate automation decisions. But those decisions should
be ‘business-led’ and should involve working collaboratively

employees through the journey – their understanding
of the benefits and the implications for their roles and

can work in a finance setting and which part of the finance
function would be suitable for RPA. Second, finance teams

Invest in change management capability and engage

Ensure that the understanding of the technology in the
finance team is with those who understand the business
processes so they can build a strong, wide RPA platform.

*

Start small. Learn in a safe environment where the risks can

*

Involve IT early, ensuring buy-in and support for security,

*

Model the governance arrangements well. Strong,

with technology teams.

be minimised.
programme management and robot coding capability.
centralised RPA governance structures ensure supplier
and licensing arrangements are efficient, bots are

While RPA may evoke images of sophisticated machinery

maintained and controlled, and a proliferation of RPA

assembling computers or cars, the reality is markedly different.
RPA is software that end-users can easily programme or
instruct to perform high-volume, repeatable, rules-based tasks

‘point solutions’ is avoided.

*

Understand processes and inherent complexities before

*

Know when to stop. RPA is rarely the solution to

*

Recognise when RPA is not the right solution. Replacing

in a world where multiple enterprise resource planning systems
and loosely integrated support systems are commonplace.
This ‘swivel chair’ automation product – so called because it
replicates the actions of a human accessing multiple systems
– cuts across the IT legacy landscape and helps connect it
all together. It offers a quick and accurate way to automate

introducing RPA software. Optimise, eliminate, simplify or
standardise because robots don’t fix bad processes.
automating 100% of an end-to-end solution.
legacy systems using more traditional IT protocols may be
the better option in the long term.

tasks and transfer data within
processes. McAllen says: ‘Where
RPA is deployed successfully, there is
often a snowball effect – the benefits
from the first implementation can be
immediate, and organisations see
multiple opportunities to automate,
eager for more.’
The RPA user-interface technology
means robot solutions use the same
application interfaces and log-in
identities as a human would. Ease
of implementation is optimised
because no underlying system

‘There is often a
snowball effect – the
benefits from the
first implementation
can be immediate,
and organisations
see multiple
opportunities for
more RPA’

changes are required.
As Jamie Lyon, portfolio head

The business case
CFOs thinking about deploying
robotics should be aware of the
benefits for all sizes of business. This
is not just about technology; rather,
it provides a significant opportunity
for the finance organisation to
retrain and redeploy finance staff on
added-value activities that require
professional judgment, decisionmaking and customer interactions.
Magarey says: ‘The use of new
technology, particularly robotics,
provides new opportunities for

at ACCA, points out, the automation agenda for the finance

finance teams of the future. It will free up the teams from

function is nothing new: it can be seen in different tools and

some of the more repetitive tasks and allow them to focus

technologies designed to improve processes, reduce costs

more on the higher-level functions.’ RPA provides the

and lower the number of manual workarounds. Key among

opportunity for the finance function to move decisively

these are the advent of enterprise resource planning systems

towards value-adding activity.

AB

in the 1990s, the rise of spreadsheets and macros, and even
screen-scraping technology.

Peter Williams, journalist and accountant
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No bragging matter
You think you’re sharing a success story, but your colleagues may be thinking
something very different. Rob Yeung talks about the skill of self-presentation
When you are called for a job interview,
you clearly need to talk about your
achievements and personal qualities to

Self-presentation
Dr Rob Yeung on self-presentation in
the workplace at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

win over the interviewers and secure
the position. But beware: the same

The study suggests that talking about

self-presentational tactics that can

successes and achievements may have

land you the job may easily end up

unintended consequences. The people

backfiring in other workplace scenarios.

around you may not only fail to share

Imagine for a moment that you have
successfully completed a challenging

your joy, they may even feel annoyed by
or envious of you.

CPD

assignment or won an award at work.
You are feeling happy – even exuberant.

Insincerity’s deserts

If you should now share the story of your

Another common self-presentational

success with a colleague, to what extent

error is the humblebrag, which

do you think the recipients of your story

behavioural scientist Ovul Sezer and her

would feel happy for you too?

colleagues define as bragging masked

A study led by Irene Scopelliti at Cass
Business School in London found that

tired of getting so many calls from

which the recipients of a success story

headhunters.’ The ‘I’m tired of’ part of

will feel proud of and happy for them.

the sentence implies a complaint, but

Scopelliti’s team found that people

‘getting so many calls from headhunters’

telling positive stories imagined that

sounds like an attempt to convey

the recipients would tend to experience

the idea of an individual so clever or

positive emotions 38% of the time; in

talented they are highly sought after.

emotions just 14% of the time.
People sharing success stories also

Likewise, I have heard comments such
as ‘I don’t understand why I’m always
the one who has to sort everything out’,

underestimate the extent to which their

and ‘my boss keeps giving me bigger

recipients will experience negative

and bigger projects, which is just weird’.

emotions such as annoyance or envy.

44

I once heard an executive say: ‘I’m

most people overestimate the extent to

fact, recipients reported feeling positive

People who
humblebrag tend
to be judged
more harshly by
observers than
those engaged in
outright bragging

by complaint or humility.

In fact, Sezer and her research

The Cass team found that people telling

collaborators found that people

positive stories imagined that recipients

who humblebrag tend to be judged

might experience negative emotions

more harshly by observers than

28% of the time; in reality, recipients

those engaged in outright bragging.

of such stories often viewed what

Observers said they consider

they were being told as bragging and

humblebraggers both less likeable

responded negatively 72% of the time.

and less competent than the more

In other words, nearly three-quarters of

straightforward braggers.

audiences who listen to or read positive

Other research has found that

stories experience some negative

humblebraggers tend to get judged

emotions as a result.

so severely because they are perceived
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as insincere. Sincerity is such an

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

important element in interpersonal

Q

interaction that both braggers and
complainers are viewed as more
sincere – and therefore more

own business. Quite a few

people I know who have done so are

likeable – than humblebraggers.

now working less and earning more.

However, one of the worst self-

How can I maximise my chances

presentational strategies of all in

of success given that I would describe myself as

the workplace is hypocrisy, which

somewhat reserved and introverted?

A

Utrecht University researcher

First of all, there is no clear link between personality

Janina Steinmetz and colleagues
define as an attempt to convey

I am considering starting my

measures such as extraversion-introversion and

business success. For example, one study found that sales people

a positive image while failing to act

who are highly extraverted are less financially successful than people who are less

in a way that lives up to that image.

extraverted – perhaps because people with middling levels of the trait are better at

I have come across more than a few

varying their behaviour to meet the needs of different clients.

executives who encourage workers to

I have personally come across successful business owners with wildly varying

behave with empathy and consideration

personality traits. The important thing is to understand your preferences and

for customers yet are themselves

weaknesses and then to delegate or put processes in place to mitigate them. For

aggressive and harshly critical.

example, if you do not enjoy face-to-face business development, it could be worth

A significant proportion of leaders

either finding a business partner who does enjoy the direct interpersonal element
or investing more in social media. The point is that there is not a single template

realising it – which can greatly damage

for how all successful business owners work. To a large extent, you can shape your

their likeability and ability to lead.

business in a way that allows you to play to your strengths.

Hypocrites who counsel behaving in

Although you mention that people you know are working less but earning more,

one way but themselves behave in

it is worth considering that these may be perceptions on your part rather than

another tend to be judged more harshly

objective truth. People can exaggerate their achievements and downplay their

in the long run than those who may

struggles in an attempt to gain status – ie look good to other people.

behave in the same manner but do not
speak out against such behaviour.
If you want to discover whether
you are applying self-presentational

Finally, it may be possible that they are currently earning more. But remember that
business owners also have less security, so your ultimate earnings as an entrepreneur
may be much more volatile than if you remain a salaried employee.

strategies ineffectively in managing your

Tips for the top

public image to boost your professional

A mentor is a senior, experienced individual who gives career advice and guidance

prospects, ask your colleagues and

to someone who is less experienced – the mentee. Clearly, mentees benefit from the

customers for candid feedback on how

insight and assistance of mentors. However, research suggests that mentors benefit

you really come across.

too. A study led by the University of South Florida’s Tammy Allen found that mentors

AB

CPD

engage in hypocrisy – often without

tend to earn more and are promoted more frequently than peers who do not mentor
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

others. It may be that mentors benefit because they gain visibility

psychologist at leadership consulting

in the organisation through their mentoring and are viewed

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

more positively by colleagues.

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

Carly Shaw FCCA, a senior client manager at UK
accountancy firm Wilkins Kennedy, adds that mentees
may become useful to mentors too. She explains:
‘You don’t need to go looking for a mentor. Turn up
to work every day eager to learn and you will attract a
mentor. Partners, directors and leaders are constantly
looking for the next big thing. They want to help you
succeed because along the way you can help them.’
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AI at the heart
Companies that are finessing the technology-enabled business model are
already looking further down the track at the prospect of an AI-enabled model

I

n recent years, companies with the means and the

to survive, and the notion that hugely successful companies

ambition have recognised the need to embrace the right

of the future may appear out of nowhere having created their

technology to maintain competitive advantage. In effect,

own marketplace. Ultimately, the deployment of AI is likely to

the technology-enabled business model is a concept that

feature at the heart of these scenarios.

most finance leaders would now recognise as one of the core
elements of a well-developed corporate strategy.
But in the relentless pursuit of value creation, while at the

AI as catalyst
The best place to go looking for examples of how AI will play

same time addressing the challenge of disruption, CFOs

a greater role is where tech companies and technologies have

and their peers are increasingly looking to insert powerful

collided with traditional businesses that up until now have

technology – specifically artificial

relied on human endeavour or craft.

intelligence (AI) – even deeper into
their business models.
The McKinsey Global Institute
(MGI) predicts that about 70% of
companies will implement some
form of AI by the end of the next
decade, saying that early adopters
of the technology could double their
cashflow, with laggards suffering a
20% decline. MGI believes AI could
add US$13 trillion to the world
economy by 2030.
More and more companies are

Take the cut-throat world of

Companies are
exploiting the ability
to harvest data
through AI in order
to maintain the
advantage, and it is
their CFOs who are
taking the lead in
this innovation

contemplating the idea that AI can

sell them to employers was for many
years the core competence that
underpinned the growth of global
operations. That is now being turned
on its head.
Now those same companies are
exploiting the ability to harvest data
through AI and machine learning
to maintain competitive advantage,
and it is their CFOs, as stewards of
this innovation.

Hays, one of the biggest recruiters in the world, has been

business model – the ultimate expression of an organisation’s

working with LinkedIn since 2012, whereby Hays consultants

strategic mission. The idea is not so outlandish when you

are contacted every time a candidate tweaks their LinkedIn

consider that boards are already making strategic decisions on

profile. Hays CFO Paul Venables says: ‘This means that if

how to best manage their assets in a world where just about

somebody is on LinkedIn, either they are on our database

every sector is being disrupted, usually by forces that are in

or that individual is linked in with one of our consultants. In

some way underpinned by AI. But directors may baulk at the

building that relationship, we receive information that will

idea of decisions about the future shape and direction of a

let us know a few days earlier than our competitors that this

company being outsourced to robots. Fortunately, that is a

person is really serious about finding a job. It allows us to

long way off.

outperform the competition.’

What is true is the recognition that the value drivers in

To maintain relationships with tech giants, Hays runs a team

many businesses are more likely to continue to deliver if they

in Silicon Valley, constantly interacting with them. ‘It is partly

are underpinned by AI. The business lines of the future that

to make sure we are driving forward that part of the business,’

will perform well are also likely to have been created in an

adds Venables.

innovative lab environment highly focused on AI technology

46

consultants to source candidates and

their data, who are taking the lead in

not only improve processes and
decision-making in specific areas, but also help redefine the

recruitment, where the skill of

For rival PageGroup, an alternative approach to candidate-

You can add to this the idea that our strongly performing

matching has been developed in the recruiter’s innovations

companies may need to transform into totally different animals

group, which CFO Kelvin Stagg describes as ‘AI with a human
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touch’. To develop the AI-lead model, a test group was initially

business models with a big AI element at their core, knowing

interviewed through an automated Skype call following an

that a failure to do so would mean surrendering the market

introductory video. ‘The analytics were able to tell us how many

dominance they have built up over many years.

different words they used, the range of vocabulary and the

As AI becomes increasingly important in value creation,

cadence of their voice. It told us if they held eye contact or they

it may well be that the business model of the future is

looked up and down, and how many times they stuttered. With

developed around the technology rather than the other

this information you can automatically filter the best candidates

way round.

depending on the role you are trying to fill,’ says Stagg.
‘You can get rid of the ones you do not want, leave the three

Flexible business models

you want, and that is the shortlist you send off to your client.

Rob McInerney, founder and CEO of UK startup Intelligent

Only 15% replied, but when we did the exercise with a real

Layer, is focused on developing the future business model

person contacting them, 99.9% of people replied. It’s different

using AI to create and market products and services in a way

because you’re happy to talk to a real person – even if the

that is superior to legacy systems. Crucially, it means the

analytics are working in the background. We tested it in the

business model can change as fast as the machine at its heart,

UK, Belgium, Mexico and China, and the percentages were

says McInerney. ‘The technology we are developing will allow

almost identical,’ he says.

companies to experiment in real time with their customers,
products and services, promoting innovation and helping

Building relationships

to find previously undiscovered trends and preferences at a

The AI-led approach is cutting out the sourcing element

highly granular level,’ he adds.

of consultants’ work, allowing them to work harder on
developing relationships with employers.
As such, both recruiters
are redefining their

McInerney’s initial product – IntelligentX, the world’s first
beer brewed with the help of AI – offers a challenge
to a very traditional industry by
incorporating continually
updated information from
consumers and other sources.
His work offers the template
for future businesses working
to a business model that, he
says, is so adaptive it can
change by the hour. When
it comes to future business
models, it may be a
taste of things
to come.

AB

Lawrie Holmes,
journalist
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A clearer value
creation story
The standard-setter is considering updating its
management commentary good practice to give better
insight into companies’ strategies. Adam Deller reports
One of the most recent additions

developments within the industry,

to the workplan of the International

particularly that of integrated and

Accounting Standards Board

sustainability reporting.
The IASB remains geared towards

(IASB) is a project to look at

the primary users of the financial

management commentary.
Currently the standard-setter has a

statements. It recognises that the term
‘management commentary’ is ﬂuid,

commentary, which has been in place

and many countries refer to items such

since 2010. The statement is not

as sustainability and diversity under

an international financial reporting

different headings. The commentary the

standard but a broad, non-binding

IASB focuses on is the narrative report,
which provides information relevant to
broader financial value that is useful to

CPD

practice statement on the management

primary users of financial statements.
In a nutshell, the IASB recognises that
the management commentary should

The IASB believes
the commentary
is the appropriate
place to explain
how the business
generates value

complement the financial statements by
providing other financial information.
This information should provide insight
into the company’s strategy for creating
shareholder value over time, its progress
in implementing it, and the potential
impact on future performance not yet
captured by the financial statements.
The 2010 management commentary
practice statement contains four areas

framework for the presentation of

(business model, financial analysis,

management commentary that relates

non-financial information and forward-

to financial statements that have been

looking statements). At its recent IFRS

prepared according to IFRS Standards.

conference, the IASB announced that

With the corporate landscape

each would be reviewed in this update.

changing dramatically since 2010,
the IASB has decided to look at how

Business model

its statement may need updating.

The IASB believes that the management

Rather than break new ground,

commentary should include qualitative

it has attempted to pull good

and quantitative information on the

practice together from other similar

operational position of the business as
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well as the factors that may affect its

both IFRS and non-IFRS figures, with

order book and headcount changes,

future development.

a wide variety of key performance

whereas longer-term items would

measures identified by industry. The use

look at things such as customer wins/

therefore cover the senior leadership’s

of alternative performance measures

retention, store upgrade processes,

strategy for how the business is going

(APMs) has been widespread for some

research and development, and the

to take itself forward, in conjunction

time, and the IASB does not propose to

retention of key staff.

with how the company assesses the risks

require entities to disclose any specific

that are most relevant to the creation

alternative performance measures.

conference, the panel acknowledged

of shareholder value. The IASB believes

Rather than focusing on the use of

that operational performance

that the management commentary is

APMs, existing IASB projects such as

information may take a variety of forms.

the appropriate place to explain how

one on primary financial statements are

Conference attendees generally felt that

the business generates value and what

aiming to bring further disaggregation

some prescription would be useful on

factors are expected to materially affect

of information, particularly in the

how market share would be reported,

this value creation in the short and

statement of financial performance.

as currently entities define this through

The management commentary should

longer term.
The examples given by the IASB
could be to identify where the majority

This further disaggregation should

a variety of measures. Attendees also

lead to an enhanced level of detail

suggested that guidance would be

within the financial statements

useful on how sensitivities (such as the

of the business’s sales come from –

notional impact of dollar changes in

either in terms of sales, locations or

metal pricing) were shown.

customer type – and how management

In these areas, the IASB could

expects to build on this in the future.

provide useful assistance. While the

It is at this point that the difficulty

CPD

During a discussion at the recent IFRS

The IASB has
no intention of
asking entities
to produce more
forward-looking
statements

begins. All investors want specific
disclosures about management’s
strategy so they can make informed
decisions. At the same time they
recognise the value in not giving away
key future strategic plans and placing
them in publicly available documents.

revised practice statement is unlikely
to generate information on prescribed
ratio calculations, it would be useful
if it offered a recommendation as to
the basis on how items such as market
share should be calculated. While
users of corporate reports want specific
information, they also want comparable

While the IASB has noble aims in value

information and the IASB could render

creation disclosure, it is difficult to see

helpful assistance by providing detail for

how a balance can be struck. As a result,

recommended practice here.

any big shift away from boilerplate

themselves, which in turn may lead to

disclosures or unspecified grand plans

an increased level of analysis within the

Forward-looking statements

may be unlikely.

management commentary.

The IASB made it very clear during

Financial analysis

Non-financial information

of asking entities to produce more

While the goal of greater disclosure of

This section of the management

forward-looking statements, accepting

strategic plans seems unlikely to come

commentary would cover the resources

that any such request was often met

to much, the area of financial analysis

and relationships key to creating value

with nervousness from crowds. Instead,

may be the one where the IASB can

in the business. In an ideal world, the

it wants this area to focus more on

effect most change.

IASB believes it would show historical

explaining management’s statements on

operating information relevant to

future prospects, including the factors

the management commentary should

an understanding of future financial

expected to drive those prospects.

include an explanation of current-year

performance and position in the short,

financial performance and position.

medium and long term.

the conference that it has no intention

Current-year financial analysis within

Even the briefest of examinations

50

Examples of useful short-term

Examples of this could be explaining
short-term forecasts such as sales
growth percentage, or longer-term

of financial statements across major

information in this section would be

statements such as targets for market

entities shows that this often includes

likely to include items such as the sales

share or reductions in carbon emissions.
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New contents

commentary should show a common

While the IASB is looking to retain

thread of the most important issues

the same framework of the four areas,

throughout the report. The IASB is keen

there are some enhancements that it

to emphasise in its guidance that the

would like to see applied across the

provision of relevant information to the

content elements:

users of the commentary is absolutely

*

long-term value creation, and the

key, rather than a minimum set of

resources and relationships that

disclosures for management.

support this

*
*

Finally, materiality is key in

a focus on business model, and

determining management commentary

the linkage of content across the

content. It is already a focus, looking

management commentary

at the IASB’s disclosure project. There

materiality.

is an updated definition ‘material,’

Long-term value creation has already

and guidance on making materiality

been discussed within the non-financial

judgments. As these projects reach

information section, but the IASB

their conclusion, they will feed into

would like a greater discussion from

the discussion on the effects on the

management identifying the short-term,

management commentary.

medium-term and long-term value the
business aims to create.
This led to a discussion at the

Next steps
The IASB accepts this is a tricky area
to step into, with countries operating

relationships, which is a key topic in the

their own regulations regarding this

modern reporting world. IASB chairman

type of reporting. It recognises it is not

Hans Hoogervorst acknowledged that

something that is going to be handed

maybe the IASB should in future look

down to preparers for them to apply

again at IAS 38, Intangible Assets, in the

in their financial statements. Instead,

modern context, as the standard was

the IASB’s stated aim is to put together

written in 1998. He also acknowledged

good practice and meet with standard-

that more intangibles are recognised

setters of varying countries, effecting

under IFRS than under US GAAP right

change in that way.

now, but pointed out that these are

CPD

conference of intangible resources and

It has asked national standard-

almost always held at historical cost, the

setters around the world to provide

relevance of which can be questioned

information about the management

given the developments in the business

commentary guidance applying to

landscape in recent years.

listed companies in their jurisdictions.

The IASB has made it clear that the

The information gathered will help

management commentary statement

develop the agenda papers for the

is not an attempt to fix a monetary

management commentary consultative

value on these intangibles. Instead, it

group, which will aim to ballot an

is likely to ask management to identify

exposure draft in 2019.

AB

which intangible resources are the
most important, and what the progress

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

towards managing them has been.

specialist and lecturer

In terms of the business model focus,
this could deal with the disclosures
being defined by what is important to
the business, rather than boilerplate
checklists. A good management

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and reporting

because they are already required to

contract by another organisation, such

make their annual report available on a

as an agency or a contractor.

Model accounts

website and the statement will be a new

ACCA has updated its successful and

component of this report. Unquoted

outlining the content of the strategic

regularly requested free pro forma

companies, however, are not required to

report requirements can be found at

model accounts. The suite will now cover

publish their annual report on a website

bit.ly/frc-guide-strategic. The

FRS 102, FRS 102 1a, FRS 105, small

and will need to make arrangement to

Department for Business, Energy and

self-administered pension schemes,

ensure that the section 172(1) statement

Industrial Energy’s frequently asked

charitable incorporated organisations,

is available on a website.’

questions highlighting the changes can

The Section 172(1) statement applies

charity company accounts using FRS 102

be found at bit.ly/beis-cg-faq.

and LLPs using FRS 102. They are

to companies with more than 250 UK

available to members on request, and

employees. It is part of the directors’

Estimates

details of how to obtain them can be

report and needs to summarise how the

ISA (UK) 540, Auditing Accounting

found at bit.ly/ACCA-reporting.

directors have engaged with employees,

Estimates, Including Fair Value

how they have had regard to employee

Accounting Estimates and Related

IR35

interests and the effect of that regard,

Disclosures, is effective for audits

Technical factsheet: accounting and

including on the principal decisions

of financial statements for periods

tax treatment of IR35 deductions in the

taken by the company in the financial

beginning on or after 15 December

public sector explores whether or not

year. In the guidance, the method of

2019 with early adoption permitted. The

to show the income in the company

calculation of the number of employees

current ISA 540 focuses on estimation

accounts as net or gross, and provides

is also addressed. It states: ‘The

uncertainty as the basis for determining

a preferred accounting treatment of

regulations follow an existing method

appropriate procedures on accounting

the transactions together with journal

used in the Companies Act 2006 for

estimates. The revised ISA 540 has been

entries. This free guidance can be found

determining the average number of

‘designed to be scalable, recognising

at bit.ly/ACCA-ir35.

employees throughout the company’s

that some estimates may not require

financial year; that is:

significant judgments and the processes

*

find the number of employees

for making them may not be complex’.

for each month of the company’s

It builds on factors such as complexity

Reporting) Regulations 2018 brings in

financial year, add them together

and subjective management judgment

some subtle changes that companies

and divide by the number of months

with commentary that addresses ‘risks

will need to consider and prepare for.

in the company’s financial year (this

related to estimation uncertainty,

The new statement requirements will

is just limited to UK employees)

specific attention to other risk factors in

as a person employed under a

making accounting estimates such as

contract of service by the company

complexity and subjectivity’.

Employee engagement
The Companies (Miscellaneous

apply to company reporting on financial
years starting on or after 1 January

*

2019. The first actual reporting under

other than a person employed to

the new regulations will therefore start

work wholly or mainly outside of

in 2020. The statement, as well as being

52

The Guidance on the Strategic Report

You can see the standard at bit.ly/frcaudit-standards.

the UK.’

Monitoring of small charities

included in the annual report, will have

It is made clear that agency staff,

to be made available on a website (the

contractors and staff on zero-hours

The Charity Commission, in its recent

company’s or another site). As stated in

contracts are included regardless of the

monitoring of charities with incomes

the guidance, ‘For quoted companies,

hours they work, but the total is unlikely

of less than £25,000, concluded that

this will make no practical difference

to include persons employed under

reporting was improving but that 36%
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of the charities monitored did not meet
the basic standard. They were able to
highlight three areas of deficiency:

*

Both of the required documents
(accounts or return) were provided
in some form but one, usually the
accounts, or both of them were
inadequate. The main flaws were
a lack of any information on the
charity’s assets and liabilities or the
accounts covering a different year
end to the annual return.

*

Only one of the required documents
was provided, usually the accounts.

ACCA Benevolent Fund: 100 years of help

*

Neither of the required documents

As the ACCA Benevolent Fund marks its centenary, an AB article in March described

was provided.

the support provided and how members can get involved. Founded in 1919 as an

Read the report at bit.ly/cc-acc-monitor.
ACCA’s charity finance conference

unincorporated charity, the fund’s aims and objectives have changed little from those
of the founding fathers. However, the demands have evolved ‘from simple applications

takes place on 17 October and contains

for direct support, such as grants and loans, to the need for counselling, either by

updates on reporting changes. You can

simply having someone to talk to, or by helping to obtain professional advice and

find details at bit.ly/ACCA-ch-fin-conf.

support.’ The trustees also highlight that the demographic of those seeking help has
changed, with ‘applications from members of all ages’. Read more at bit.ly/AB-bf100.

Tax
Making Tax Digital

into the scope of the legislation, and

Tax cases: evidence

As previously highlighted, ACCA has

will be built into a suite covering MTD

In the case of Kyriakos Karoulla t/a

partnered with Bloomsbury Professional

overview, VAT, income tax, corporation

Brockley’s Rock v The Commissioners

Publishing to provide members with

tax and tax agents.

for HM Revenue and Customs: [2018]

free practical guidance on MTD VAT

The VAT content available this month

UKUT 0255 (TCC), the taxpayer’s appeal

implementation. This digital resource,

includes sections on MTD functional

to admit new evidence succeeded.

hosted on the Bloomsbury Professional

compatible software, spreadsheets,

The decision concerned whether new

online platform, is available later this

digital links, bridging software, what

evidence should be taken into account.

month. It provides guidance on the

must be reported, when to submit,

operation of MTD in plain English

VAT schemes, partial exemption, and

sales records, which were as a result of

and brings together a coherent

penalties and appeals.

a failure to record all card purchases.

interpretation of:

*
*
*
*
*
*

primary law

HMRC had found discrepancies in the

Details can be found at bit.ly/ACCAmtd-vat.

HMRC concluded that takings had been
suppressed and that card sales after
8pm were not recorded. The taxpayer

regulations
HMRC non-statutory guidance

Entrepreneurs’ relief

accepted that some suppression of card

government policy papers

As highlighted last month, draft

purchases did occur.

guidance provided directly to

legislation has been issued that will

professional bodies by HMRC and

allow individuals whose shareholding

sought to admit related to information

HM Treasury (where permission is

is ‘diluted’ below the 5% threshold as

held by HMRC requested by the

given for publication)

a result of a new share issue to obtain

taxpayer, which showed ‘the suppression

public evidence given to parliament.

relief for gains. It is intended that the

of card purchases was inconsistent’.

The new evidence that the taxpayer

It was highlighted that ‘till rolls taken

The content uses a question-and-answer

change will have effect for shares held at

format, with questions from accountancy

the time of fundraising events that take

away by HMRC during their visits

practitioners. Content will be updated

place on or after 6 April 2019. See bit.ly/

covered around a dozen days in the

regularly as more areas are brought

gov-ent-rel.

relevant period. However, [HMRC]
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Officer Bush based her conclusion

The case can be found at bit.ly/

AML risk

in relation to card purchases on a

HMRC-UKUT-0255. You can find other

Practitioners are required to risk-profile

consideration of the till rolls for only

decisions at bit.ly/tax-trib.

their business. Section 4 of the CCAB

three days. It is not apparent from the

anti-money laundering guidance for

evidence (and we were offered no

IHT – complex estates

the accountancy sector highlights that

explanation at the hearing) why Mrs

An estate is considered complex if:

businesses are required to analyse the

Bush chose to consider only three days,

*

the probate or confirmation value of

money-laundering or terrorist-financing

the estate is more than £2.5m

(MLTF) risks they face and make

*

tax due, income tax and/or capital

proportionate responses. It also requires

gains tax for the whole of the

those who supervise to assess the risk

occurring in the same way for each day

administration period exceeds

analysis the business has undertaken.

throughout the relevant period.

£10,000

and why she chose those particular
days, as the basis for her conclusion
that card-purchase suppression was

The new evidence, which includes
till rolls for days other than the three

*

It is important to remember that the

the proceeds of assets sold by the

guidance is built on a proportionate-risk

personal representative in any one

approach. As the guidance states, the

chosen in this respect by Officer Bush,

tax year for date of deaths up to

‘risk-based approach requires evidence-

showed that in fact the suppression of

5 April 2016 exceeds £250,000 or

based decision-making to better target

card purchases was inconsistent. It was

£500,000 for date of deaths after

risks. No procedure will ever detect and

not in fact the case that such payments

5 April 2016.

prevent all MLTF, but a realistic analysis

were being omitted after 8pm each day.’

Personal representatives of complex

of actual risks enables a business to

estates are required to use the TRS (bit.

concentrate the greatest resources on

evidence, which was in the possession

ly/reg-estate) to obtain a UTR number

the greatest threats.’ A sole practitioner

of HMRC but not then disclosed, been

for the estate they are administering. The

undertaking accounts preparation work

before the first-tier tribunal, it may

register will ask for basic information,

with locally based clients whom they

have had an important influence on

including identification of the deceased

meet face to face will have a different

its decision.

and personal representatives.

risk profile and policy from a large firm

It was concluded that had this

undertaking international tax work,

Law

holding client monies within client
accounts and not meeting clients face

Probate: IHT
ACCA has been approved to authorise

to face.
ACCA has made available free

individuals and firms to carry out

to members a simple policies and

probate work and has implemented

procedures pro forma; more at bit.ly/

regulatory arrangements for probate

ACCA-aml-risk.

activities. Members can obtain free

54

guidance on request. The next

Cyberattacks

assessment courses take place in

As previously highlighted, the Cyber

October. More at bit.ly/ACCA-pro-train.

Security Information Sharing Partnership
(CiSP) is a joint industry and government

Apprenticeship funding

AML directive changes

initiative set up to exchange cyberthreat

If you are thinking of employing and

Article 31 of the Fifth Money Laundering

information in real time, in a secure,

training a school-leaver, remember that

Directive requires registration of EU-

confidential and dynamic environment,

businesses that employ fewer than 50

resident express trusts and non-EU-

increasing situational awareness and

people will be able to obtain funding

resident express trusts. The directive

reducing the impact on UK business.

for all apprenticeship training costs, up

also requires member states to share

to the maximum value of the funding

data from the register. HM Treasury will

band. More information about ACCA’s

carry out a policy consultation in winter

apprenticeship offering is available at

2018/19, followed by a consultation on

Email security guidance

bit.ly/ACCA-apprenticeships.

the draft secondary legislation in spring

ACCA’s Technical factsheet: email

or summer 2019.

security, produced in partnership with

For more details go to bit.ly/ACCAcyber-cisp.
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Barclays, looks at the risks and examines
the pros and cons of various security
methods. You can find the free member
guidance at bit.ly/ACCA-email-security.

Free guides
ACCA has a range of more than 160 free
white-label business guides that you can
take and use. They are short summaries
of business issues, ranging from duties
to marketing, and are available at bit.ly/
ACCA-guides.

Trading risk
The government’s Overseas Business

ATOL reporting rules change

Risks guides provide information for

As previously highlighted, the ATOL reporting rules changed on 1 July. All ATOL

businesses on potential risks when

reporting accountants (ARAs) received a communication from the Civil Aviation

trading. They cover political and

Authority (CAA) highlighting the changes. The main change impacted the definition

economic risks, human rights issues,

of ‘package’ travel arrangements and meant that an ARA must understand how its

bribery, terrorism, criminal activity and

ATOL-holder client is reporting licensable and non-licensable sales. The CAA says:

intellectual property. FCO Political and

‘An ARA must understand what constitutes a package to be able to review how the

Economic Updates provide information

licensable sales are managed and measured and report on these areas.’ You can find

for UK businesses on how to identify

a summary of changes at bit.ly/ACCA-reporting.

opportunities and guard against
political and economic risks when
trading overseas. See bit.ly/gov-obr.
Exporting country guides aim to

the DPO in performing his or her role.’

useful for those undertaking general

More at bit.ly/data-schools.

business planning. For example:

assist businesses that are interested

*

If you are preparing planning and

in developing their overseas trade.

Brexit

They contain sections that consider

The guidance issued by the

business, the commentary on the

startup, legal, and tax and customs

government to businesses and

farming funding guarantee until

issues. The latest updates can be seen

consumers, How to prepare if the UK

the end of parliament (expected in

at bit.ly/gov-export.

leaves the EU with no deal, contains

2022) is useful to have in a single

guidance on areas including:

place of reference.

More on regimes and designated
persons subject to sanctions at bit.ly/
gov-sanct and bit.ly/gov-sanct-freeze.

School governors
Data protection: toolkit for schools has
been updated and includes elements
on safeguarding, consent, retention,
the data protection officer and data
breaches. As a reminder, ‘the ultimate
responsibility and accountability for
compliance sits with governors and
trustees. Data protection will, on an
ongoing basis, require resourcing

*

applying for EU-funded

*
*
*
*

civil nuclear and nuclear research

need to register for the VAT MOSS

farming

non-union scheme. ‘This can only

importing and exporting

be done after the date the UK

labelling products and making

leaves the EU. The non-union

them safe

MOSS scheme requires businesses

*
*

money and tax

to register by the 10th day of the

regulating medicines and

month following a sale. You will

medical equipment

need to register by 10 April 2019 if

*
*
*

state aid

you make a sale from 29 to 31 March

studying in the UK or EU

2019, and by 10 May 2019 if you

programmes

workplace rights.

*

forecasting material for a farming

A business that wishes to continue
to use the VAT MOSS system will

make a sale in April 2019.’

and governors/trustees will be an

The guidance brings together

You can find these short guides at bit.ly/

important support mechanism for

previous announcements and is

gov-nodeal.
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Special effects
As financial reports from banks reporting under IFRS 9 start to emerge, ACCA’s
Richard Martin considers the accounting impact to date of the new standard
The new accounting standard for
financial instruments, IFRS 9, has
replaced IAS 39 and comes into effect
for accounting periods beginning

Impact of IFRS 9 on 11 major banks
Bank

January 2018. The banking sector
was always going to feel the greatest
impact of this standard.

IAS 39
allowance
balance
(€bn)

Increase in
allowance
(€bn)

Increase
(%)

Customer
loans and
receivables
(€bn)

Increase
(as % of
1%)

IFRS
allowance
(as % of
receivables)

ABN-AMRO

2.46

0.2

8.1

275

07

1.0

Barclays

5.34

2.5

47.3

416

60

1.9

BNP-Paribas

26.0

3.0

11.5

728

41

4.0

preliminary information about the

DBS

3.26

(0.1)

(1.4)

202

(02)

1.6

impact of the impending transition

Deutsche

4.2

0.8

19.0

402

20

1.2

(as required by IAS 1, Presentation of

HSBC

6.46

1.7

26.5

803

23

1.0

Lloyds

2.47

1.5

59.1

536

28

0.7

99

42

2.1

Some banks have accounting years
ending in December and so the 2017
financials of some banks contained

Financial Statements). They have now
published their interim reports on the
first six months of 2018. This article looks

Maybank

1.7

0.4

24.9

at this information for 11 major banks

Standard

1.28

0.3

26.3

70

56

2.7

operating in a variety of countries.

RBS

4.26

0.7

15.8

398

17

1.3

Unicredit

23.8

3.2

13.4

449

71

6.0

The biggest effect of IFRS 9 is the
increase in loan loss provisions from the
new expected loss impairment model,
as compared to IAS 39’s incurred loss
model. The increases in the provisions

of the different banks and their different

are large and quite variable, from €3.2bn

geographic exposures.

for Unicredit to €0.2bn for ABN-AMRO.

The IFRS 9 allowance level compared

for IFRS 9’s impairment model and the

to the relevant asset balance is less than

considerable judgments that have had

Bank of Singapore (DBS), where the level

2% at the majority, but up to 4% and 6%

to be applied in using this standard.

of credit loss allowances actually fell on

at BNP and Unicredit respectively.

The exception is the Development

When it comes to the income

the application of IFRS 9. This seems very

statement, none of the banks restated

hard to explain but presumably reflects

the 2017 numbers, so they are not

the high level of general allowance

properly comparable. On average,

DBS set aside. The IAS 39 incurred
loss provisions were very variable, with
the balances much higher at BNP and
Unicredit than at the other banks.
For all banks, the increase in
allowances compared to the carrying
value of the customer receivables is less
than 1% of the relevant assets. But the
increase is proportionately greater at

56

The banks draw attention to the
complexities of the modelling required

The biggest effect
of IFRS 9 is the
increase in loan
loss provisions
from the new
expected loss
impairment model

new impairments under IFRS 9 were
reduced; however, three of the 11
showed increases. In most cases these
were significantly different from the
equivalent period in 2017 (based on
IAS 39) and were very variable from bank
to bank. But some of the banks have
noted that increased volatility of profits
is expected to result from the change

Barclays and Lloyds than at ABN-AMRO,

and that it will take some time before

BNP or RBS. This may reflect the history

IFRS 9 embeds into the system.
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The classifications of assets under

impact as part of their 2018 interim

IFRS 9 have changed, but the key

reporting. Others, such as Deutsche and

impact was switches between fair value

Unicredit, produced extensive separate

and amortised cost. The net impacts

reports on the effect of the transition,

are generally smaller than from the

reclassifications and the restatements of

impairments, and in many cases were

the 2017 balance sheet that result.

minimal. The majority showed a gain and

The key impact of IFRS 9 on banks

increase in net assets, though there were

(with one exception) has been a

cases of decreases (ABN and Lloyds).

significant increase in the extent of their

The third area of change was in hedge

credit loss allowances, which will raise

accounting. This has affected the banks

their resilience to adverse economic

least. All 11 major banks have chosen

events. But this has not perhaps been

the option to continue the IAS 39 model

the earthquake some were predicting.

and not adopt that of the new standard.

The new level of allowance relative to

The banks also demonstrate a number

their assets remains significantly different

of ways and extent of presentation of

between banks. As none restated the

the transition to IFRS 9. Most included

2017 comparatives, any increased

the IAS 1 requirements in their 2017

volatility in their performance measures

accounts with a description of the

cannot be judged for another year.
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nature of the changes and the effect
on equity. Some, for example Standard

Richard Martin, head of corporate

and Maybank, only produced the full
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CPD

Slasher smasher
Some companies have taken an initial hit from President Trump’s great shake-up of US
tax law, but the long-term gains are feeding into senior executives’ investment plans

58

There are always winners and losers

Signed into law in December 2017,

when tax systems are reformed, and

the act marks one of the most radical

highest rates among the G20 countries,

inevitably these are now beginning

shake-ups of the US tax system in

to a far more palatable (for large

to emerge as we approach the first

a generation. It makes significant

corporations) 21%.

anniversary of the 2017 Tax Cuts

amendments to the Internal Revenue

The new US corporation tax regime it

and Jobs Act in the US. One of US

Code of 1986 – the domestic element

ushered in also operates on a territorial

President Donald Trump’s flagship

of federal statutory tax law. As well as

basis, while a one-off 15.5% rate

policies, it is one of the few he has

cutting tax rates for individuals, the

served as an incentive for US groups to

been able to implement successfully.

act took an axe to the corporate tax

repatriate cash held overseas.

rate, chopping it from 35%, one of the
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Senior corporate executives appear

is that the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act didn’t

Matthew Becker, managing partner

bullish about the ultimate impact the tax

of BDO’s US national tax office, says:

just cut the headline rate of corporate

reforms will have and are beginning to

‘Given the complexities of domestic

tax, it also upped the rate paid by

indicate how they will redeploy the cash

and global tax regimes, seemingly

companies with high foreign earnings

they expect to save through investments

small changes in business approach can

in low-tax jurisdictions through a tax on

in a number of different areas of their

have wide-reaching consequences for

global intangible low-tax income.

businesses. The headline figure from a

the various tax liabilities of a business.

recent study by PwC reveals that nearly

Examining a company’s total tax

past profits held offshore. Microsoft,

eight out of 10 executives reckon the tax

liability by considering all its various

having generated foreign earnings of

reform savings will give them the chance

tax dynamics is now a necessity for

US$128bn from years of offshore activity,

to make strategic investments that

businesses looking to survive and thrive

took a US$13.8bn hit, while Citigroup

would not have been possible under the

during this time of intense change.’

reported a US$22bn net expense – not

previous regime. And nine out of 10 say

There was also a one-off levy on

that this will worry the financial giant, as

The results of the corporate tax cuts

their company has experienced savings

are now beginning to emerge as US

it anticipates its effective tax rate falling

as a result of tax reform.

companies report the impact the tax

from 31% to 24%, with a sharp increase

will have in their financial filings. The

in earnings in the future as a result.

Deniz Caglar, cost transformation
principal at consultancy PwC Strategy&,

results may raise a few eyebrows – this is

On the other hand, Warren Buffett’s

says: ‘Executives across companies have

where the effects of the tax reforms are

company Berkshire Hathaway reported

taken stock of the implications of the tax

creating winners and losers.

it has already benefited by US$29bn.
As the Sage of Omaha put it: ‘A

reform for their companies and are now

large proportion of our [US$65.3bn]

According to the Financial Times, 61 of

gain did not come from anything

appears to be the workforce, through

the top 100 quoted companies in the

we accomplished at Berkshire. Only

job creation, wage rises and higher

US have reported an initial net income

US$36bn came from Berkshire’s

pension contributions. The executives

expense, adding up to US$168bn. The

operations. The remaining US$29bn

also say they are focusing on strategy,

other 39 corporates have reported one-

was delivered to us in December

digital capabilities, research and

off net tax benefits totalling US$150bn.

when Congress rewrote the US tax

development, mergers and acquisitions

As the FT points out, this means that the

code.’ Buffett stressed that the gain ‘is

and product development.

biggest overhaul of the US tax code in

nonetheless real, rest assured of that’.

The most popular area for investment

30 years has ended up cutting US$18bn

It remains to be seen how real

Stateside attractions

from the current book value of its

the estimated net tax reduction of

But the most telling result may be that

leading companies.

US$1.45 trillion over 10 years will be.

an overwhelming majority believe the

How is this so, and does it matter in

CPD

Net loss

looking to invest in a range of areas.’

US companies, though, will be expected

tax cuts package has made the US more

the long run? The reason why so many

to use the windfall wisely. As PwC’s

attractive for their company’s business,

companies are now declaring a tax hit

value chain transformation leader John

with one-third saying they are likely to

Ranke says: ‘The Tax Cuts and Jobs

make geographic changes as a direct

Act demanded executives’ immediate

result. According to BDO, organisations
can expect to feel the impact of tax
reform differently according to the
industry they are in, their legal structure,
capital structure, geography, business
objectives and other details.
The firm says that businesses will
need to look carefully at the tax code
to decide where wins, losses and
opportunities may lie, and model how
the ‘butterfly effect’ of change may
affect their company.

‘Examining a
company’s total
tax liability by
considering all
its various tax
dynamics is now a
necessity to survive
and thrive’

attention. That attention must now
be placed on how the investment of
those savings provides a long-term
competitive advantage. The future of
their business may depend on it.’

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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The view from
Mahmood Reza FCCA, owner-manager of Pro Active
Resolutions, with an entrepreneurial streak

US$1bn

I developed an interest in

are the headline sponsor

business and finance at

of a business expo.

school, including running

We also sponsor three

Technology investment worldwide

a mini catering operation,

arts organisations. We

planned by EY over the next two

selling lost property and

increasingly use social

financial years.

managing local bands. That

media and digital

Source: EY

entrepreneurial streak has

channels, and a content-

stayed with me throughout
my career.

driven website. Plus our
clients continue to be a really good

Leadership programme

source of referrals.

Grant Thornton UK and Cass Business
School have launched a new executive

Today there are two qualifications I
put above everything else: my ACCA

The pressure HMRC faces to close the

leadership development programme.

Qualification and my driving licence.

tax gap is changing the landscape for

The six-month programme is aimed at

I completed my ACCA studies in five

practitioners. Making Tax Digital is now

senior executives and entrepreneurs,

years, via self-study, evening classes

very close and we are deploying secure

and includes one-to-one coaching

and distance learning. This gave me the

document-management systems to

sessions. On completion, participants

ability to start my own practice.

move to a paperless, virtual office. It’s an

will become alumni of Cass Executive

increasingly competitive field, but the

Education. Justin Rix, partner at

Today my practice has over 300

technology enables us to build stronger

Grant Thornton UK LLP, said: ‘The

clients, in the private sector and in the

relationships with clients, manage

programme we are launching with Cass

creative, arts and not-for-profit sectors.

our workflow and deliver value. Other

is designed to equip business leaders

We provide compliance and advisory

challenges include growing competition

with the practical insights and tools

services. We are a dynamic team of all

from the Big 4, which are muscling into

to understand the potential impact of

different ages and levels of experience.

SMPs’ space.

technology on their business and how

We all bring different ideas to the table.

this can be used to shape strategy.’
Teaching accountancy to Kaplan

We are growing and attract new

students for over 20 years has

PwC goes ‘gig’

business in a variety of ways. We

allowed me to be an advocate for the

PwC has initiated a flexible working

profession. I can explain about the

system to allow staff to choose their

flexibility of the ACCA Qualification,

own hours. The Flexible Talent Network

the benefits of studying for it, and

has been created to give people the

how it can really open doors throughout

opportunity to work for the firm without

your career.

being tied to a full-time contract

It’s an increasingly
competitive field,
but the technology
enables us to
build stronger
relationships
with clients

and standard working hours. PwC
I served as a member of ACCA’s

partner Paul Terrington explained:

Leicestershire Member Network Panel

‘By responding to the realities of a

for nine years. I enjoyed meeting

modern workforce and creating flexible

like-minded members from different

opportunities that suit them, we are

business sectors and working with them

increasing our ability to hire outstanding

to enhance ACCA’s services in the East

people. Increasingly, this is how

Midlands. Our annual quiz night raises

businesses will be shaped in the future.’

over £,1000 for local charities.
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The leaders pull away
International Accounting Bulletin’s 2018 survey of global accountancy networks and
associations has found that the market share of the biggest firms continues to grow
This raises questions, says the

Baker Tilly, and HLB climbing to 12th,

fee income gap between the 15th

International Accounting Bulletin

ahead of Kreston. Pan-China and MGI

biggest network (PKF) and the 16th

(IAB), over the sustainability of smaller

swapped places, the former climbing to

biggest (UHY) was US$758.9m,

groups. Will a few truly global networks

18th and MGI dropping to 20th.

compared with a US$527m gap the

and associations come to dominate the

year before. Among the associations,

market, and others focus on regions?

For financial years ending 2017, the

Changes of note in network rankings

for financial years ending 2017, a

include Nexia in ninth overtaking

gap of US$421m separated ninth-

Among the associations, Allinial
grew an impressive 42%, leaving
PrimeGlobal holding on to fourth place
by just US$1.2m. In third, GGI is only

placed Morison KSi from 10th-

US$157.1m above Allinial. Allinial’s

placed MSI Global, compared with a

success came partly at the expense of

US$121.2m gap between ninth and

IAPA, which lost 17 member firms to
Allinial after their failed merger and

10th the year before (Morison KSi and

The survey
results raise
questions about
the sustainability
of the smaller
global accountancy
networks

IAPA respectively).

dropped out of the top 10.

AB

The top 20 global accountancy networks by fee income
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Deloitte

PwC

EY

KPMG

BDO

$38.80bn +5%

$37.68bn +5%

$31.40bn +6%

$26.40bn +4%

$8.13bn +7%

MGI Worldwide

Russell Bedford

Pan-China

SFAI

UHY International

$0.43bn -2%

$0.46bn +12%

$0.46bn +27%

$0.52bn +8%

$0.54bn +5%
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The top 10 global accountancy associations by fee income
Praxity
$5.20bn +10%

LEA Global/Leading
Edge Alliance
$3.23bn +5%

GGI

PrimeGlobal

Allinial Global

$2.67bn +7%

$2.51bn +18%

$2.50bn +42%

MSI Global Alliance

Morison KSi

AGN

DFK

BKR

$0.67bn +9%

$1.09bn n/a

$1.15bn -8%

$1.18bn -3%

$1.40bn +3%

Audit and assurance

RSM

Grant Thornton

$5.10bn +5%

$5.00bn +4%

Accounting services

Tax

Crowe Horwath Nexia International
$3.81bn +3%

Advisory

Other

Baker Tilly

$3.62bn +13%

$3.40bn +5%

PKF International

Mazars

Kreston International

HLB International

Moore Stephens

$1.30bn +25%

$1.68bn +11%

$2.26bn +7%

$2.37bn +14%

$2.91bn +6%
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What’s it take?
Funding is key to audit regulators’ effectiveness. But how
much do they need, and who should be chipping in?
How much funding do audit regulators

how much funding they receive and who

need? And who should fund them?

supplies it.

The questions are highly topical, if not
always easy to answer.

members of the International Forum of

comprehensive review of the Financial

Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR)).

Reporting Council (FRC), led by John

Only regulators that issue annual reports

Kingman, is examining the regulator’s

with sufficient detail (preferably in

effectiveness. The review includes a

English) were included. Some regulatory

consideration of who should fund the

bodies were excluded on the basis that

FRC and how, and the impacts of the

their activities extended so far beyond

current funding arrangements.

audit regulation that any funding

government is setting up its own

Canadian Public
Accountability Board

Finland

Auditor oversight unit
within the Finnish Patent
and Registration Office

France

Haut Conseil du
Commissariat aux
Comptes (Supreme
Council for Statutory
Audit)

Malaysia

Audit Oversight Board
(part of Securities
Commission Malaysia)

Singapore

Accounting and
Corporate Regulatory
Authority

South
Africa

Independent
Regulatory Board for
Auditors

UK

Financial Reporting
Council

comparison would be meaningless.

US

Public Company
Accounting Oversight
Board

Even among the organisations listed

Financial Reporting Council, amid

in the table, very few are ‘pure’ audit

considerable debate about its potential

regulators. Most bodies have other

independence from the audit profession

responsibilities, including setting

and its funding adequacy. Some

accounting standards and corporate

again there is no uniform approach. For

commentators warn the proposed

governance codes, registering

example, Canada’s regulator is funded

budget of HK$90m (£8.7m) will leave the

businesses and regulating many other

entirely by listed companies while the

regulator insufficiently resourced to be

players in the financial markets. The

Finnish regulator is funded by audit

able to do its job properly.

funding these bodies receive will clearly

firms alone. Many regulators – including

be spread across their activities, making

those in the UK, the US, France, South

around the world are funded have

it difficult to establish the costs of

Africa and Singapore – have a mixed

recently been posed by professional

pure audit regulation. Other regulator

funding model. This may include some

accountancy organisations and audit

variations include whether they focus on

government funding, whether directly

regulators. It is therefore a timely

auditors of public interest entities (PIEs,

(as in South Africa) or indirectly – in the

moment to look at a sample of

or listed companies) or cover the wider

US, for example, the Public Company

regulatory bodies internationally to see

audit profession.

Accounting Oversight Board is largely

Questions on how audit regulators
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Regulator

Canada

The table here captures this
information for eight audit regulators (all

In the UK the government-initiated

Elsewhere, the Hong Kong

Country

As to where funding comes from,
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Data source

Funding amount

Where the funds come from

Audit firms regulated

31/12/2017
year-end
financials

C$16.3m (£9.6m)

Canadian reporting issuers
(ie listed companies)

286 registered
audit firms (listed
company auditors)

Other activities

31/12/2016
year-end
financials

€0.33m (£0.28m).
Anticipated budget
for 2017: €2m (£1.7m,
based on IFIAR profile)

Audit firms

1,500+ registered
audit firms – 157
inspections

31/12/2017
year-end
financials

€14.975m (£13.304m)

6,439 (of which 328
are PIE auditors
and 6,111 non-PIE
auditors)

31/12/2017
year-end
financials

RM1.971m (£0.359m)

* Audit firms €6.243m
(£5.547m)
* Compagnie Nationale
des Commissaires aux
Comptes (French Institute
of Statutory Auditors)
€4.281m (£3.803m)
* Other income €4.285m
£3.807m)
* Other €0.165m (£0.147m)
Auditor registration fees
RM1.865m (£0.35m)

31/03/2017
year-end
financials

S$77.7m (£50m) – total
income for all activities

Registration fees for business
entities, public accountants
and public accounting
entities, and fees from audit
inspections

684 accounting
entities

31/03/2017
year-end
financials

R94.8m (£5.6m)

R66m (£3.9m) from
regulating auditors, R29m
(£1.7m) from government

4,259 registered
auditors – 23 firms
inspected

31/03/2017
year-end
financials

£32m

Listed companies,
professional accountancy
bodies and audit firms,
actuarial profession,
insurance companies and
pension schemes

23,026 registered
statutory auditors –
139 inspections

Setting corporate
governance code,
actuarial regulation,
financial statement review
and public sector audit

31/12/2017
year-end
financials

US$269.4m
(£199m)

US$268m (£198.3m) from the
SEC, US$1.5m (£1.1m) from
accountancy firms

1,925 registered
firms

Standard-setting for
public company auditors

Examinations for auditors

54 registered audit
firms, 351 individual
auditors, and PIE
auditors
Regulation of businesses and
service providers; administration
of documents for both;
promotion of public awareness
about new business structures,
compliance requirements and
corporate governance practice

funded by the Securities and Exchange

robust to ensure its independence from

market entrants and adversely impact

Commission (SEC), which is itself

the audit firms it regulates.

the efficient operation of the market.’
Getting the balance right is important

dependent on Congress for its money.

It is also vital that while audit

Which model is best is a matter of

regulators should have sufficient

for financial stability. ‘Audit regulation

debate. Some people believe only

funding to operate effectively, the

is much more than simply ensuring

those who benefit from regulation

funding regime should not constrain

confidence in the market for audit

should pay for it. Others suggest there

audit market competition. ‘Establishing

services,’ Khan says. ‘It is fundamental

is a public interest aspect – auditing

effective audit regulation costs money: it

to the regulation of the securities

benefits society – so some government

cannot be done cheaply,’ points out Sha

markets, which promote investment

funding should be provided. Whatever

Ali Khan, ACCA’s director of regulatory

and thereby generate economic growth

the model chosen, there should

development. ‘That said, it is essential

and prosperity.’

be a consensus that the regulator’s

that the cost of market entry is not

governance framework is sufficiently

prohibitive because that would deter

AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Go global to grow
Some practices need to step outside the comfort zone of assurance, tax and
compliance, and start offering their clients assistance in operating internationally
Small and medium-sized accounting

If SMPs are to succeed in offering

is regulation (cited by 37% and 33%

practices (SMPs) are ideally placed to

international services, they will have to

respectively). The next biggest hurdle

help their SME (small and medium-

embrace those risks and adapt their

for companies is competition (27%) – for

sized enterprise) clients engage with

current business model of ‘just’ offering

SMPs it’s customs duties (25%).

international trade. But with only

assurance, tax and compliance service

24% of SMEs saying they make use

lines. This means specialising, adopting

On top of the tech

of SMPs when looking to expand into

a strategic mindset, expanding

Many practices identify a key aspect

other countries, practices will have to

international networks and investing

of their role as helping SMEs to

broaden the services they offer to get

in professional development.

understand the importance of

into this particular market.

e-commerce at an earlier stage of

internationalisation to SMEs,

the internationalisation process. As

being about exporting, but the sector

according to the report, is access

technology simplifies processes and

extends far wider than that. It covers

to new customers (cited by 45% of

costs traditionally associated with

importing, business partnerships, supply

respondents), followed by greater

internationalisation, SMEs have more

chains and foreign direct investment.

profitability (35%), faster growth (33%)

opportunity to enter international

An ACCA report, Growing globally:

and access to new business networks

markets. SMPs should be pushing

how SMPs can unlock international

(30%). Overall, trading in international

the advantages of this new business

ambitions, defines the opportunities

markets is seen as helping businesses

landscape to their clients.

for SMPs under three headings: market

increase efficiency and productivity,

research; strategy and planning; and

become more innovative, and generate

of accountancy firm Auren and a

business model optimisation. However,

growth for the wider economy.

member of the SMP committee at IFAC

Internationalisation is often seen as

it warns that practices also face risks
in introducing new client services.
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The main benefit of

But the main barrier to both SMEs
and SMPs in their international plans

Antoni Gómez, international president

(the profession’s global organisation),
says: ‘Helping entrepreneurs adopt
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e-commerce and technology systems

growing rapidly, just under half (48%)

in order to develop their internal

place themselves in the ‘high or very

Area of business focus

management structure is an essential

high challenge’ category.

SMP clients’ participation in international

part of what SMPs do. When clients

Many practices have a good

trade activities over previous three years

get to the stage of upscaling their

understanding of the opportunities

international activity, this will let them

and barriers that clients engaging

None

process transactions with customers and

in international activities regularly

Setting up operations

suppliers in a far more efficient way.’

encounter. SMPs interested in this

Establishing networks

37%

Global supply chains

39%

If SMPs are to win more international

work should consider that businesses

9%
25%

work, they are going to have to

are likely to need professional advice

compete against government agencies

relating to individual activities. Equally,

Exporting

(used by 39% of SMEs), lawyers (35%)

SMEs of different sizes require different

Importing

and banks (33%). However, small

types (and levels) of support. Therefore,

businesses working abroad do turn to

businesses will be more likely to

accountants for advice on international

recognise the value of a practice’s

Key sources of advice

tax, compliance, foreign exchange and

international support if it caters for their

Sources of international advice that

accessing external finance.

specific needs and circumstances.

SMEs are most likely to obtain

SMPs should also be aware of how

SMPs tend to draw on a wide range of

clients and prospective clients want to

resources when advising SMEs looking

take advice. SMEs typically segment

to work internationally. The resource

their advice needs according to the

most frequently cited for generating

Financial adviser

stage of the internationalisation journey

advice for clients is desk research (45%).

they have reached.

This suggests that accountants provide

One important role the report suggests

informal support rather than specialist

SMPs could play is in referring clients

expertise. But there is also a strong

across their external network. With their

reliance on business networks (39%),

understanding of and proximity to their

followed by professional bodies (34%)

clients, SMPs have the expertise to refer

and member associations (24%).

Shifting sands

creating a strategy with global ambitions,

As more businesses seek to take

using appropriate technology such

advantage of the opportunities

as cloud platforms, and developing a

presented by international trade, the

finance function that can scale up – not

type of professional advice demanded

to mention identifying which areas they

will change. While advising clients on

the year before.
Those practices that do work with
SME clients on internationalisation
have mixed views of the experience. It
was described as a ‘high or very high
challenge’ by 34%, but ‘not a challenge’
by 24%. Views differ across the globe.
In Asia, where cross-border trade is

Trade association
Accountant

23%
26%

Personal network

32%

Bank

33%
35%
39%

Government

Source: international trade survey, ACCA 2018

this area will remain unfeasible for some
to the changing realities of how SMEs

SMPs know they should be providing

global service area, compared with 35%

16%

SMPs, every practice should remain alert

need advice and support in.

consultancy to be the fastest-growing

6%

Lawyer

(see panel). SMEs also need help with

shows that 45% expect advisory and

69%

20%
23%

Consultant

Industry event

businesses to many sources of advice

that support. A 2017 IFAC survey

Accelerator or
incubator

60%

SMPs should
be pushing the
advantages of the
new tech-enabled
international
business
opportunities to
their clients

are operating globally.
SMPs that can take advantage of
internationalisation opportunities do not
have to change overnight. They can take
a strategic approach to meeting client
demands for new advisory services.
While the challenges of practice
diversification are significant, the
opportunities for growth for SMEs and
SMPs alike may be greater still.

AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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The view from

1.64m

Richard Edwards FCCA, head of business support,
Academies Financial Reporting Division, DfE

of the 5.36m people employed

by the public sector work for the
NHS; 1.5m work in education.

My primary role at the

great leader, who inspires

Department for Education’s

and encourages us to be

academies financial

the best at whatever we

reporting division involves

are doing. I have enjoyed

data governance and

mentoring colleagues

budget, contract and staff

within DfE and helping

management. We produce

their progress along

the academies sector’s

Source: The Guardian

the way to becoming

annual report and accounts. This

qualified accountants. Being the

Public sector pensions

involves one of the largest consolidation

department’s ACCA Champion is a way

Public sector workers will retire on

processes in the UK.

of giving back to the organisation that

pensions three times larger than their

has helped my career.

equivalents in the private sector, claimed
the TaxPayers’ Alliance, a lobby group.

An average day begins by checking
my BlackBerry at 7.30am to see what

My advice to others is to follow your

‘Unfairly generous public sector pensions

has come in overnight, and then I

dreams. Life is an adventure, so live it.

are paid for by private sector workers,

plan my day. The biggest challenge

I am doing that now. The foundation of

who would have to contribute nearly a

is prioritising. I have many ongoing

my career was laid at KPMG in Jamaica.

third of their income to get the same

tasks with challenging and competing

I had no idea I would be living in the

for themselves,’ said the group, which

deadlines. Fortunately I work with a

UK now and working for Her Majesty’s

described this as a ‘real inequality’. It

good team who do not shy away from

civil service. Who knows where my

added: ‘The annual cost of public sector

hard work. I try to make the best use of

next adventure will lead me? As the

pensions was £38bn in 2017.’

the productivity tools that DfE provides

ACCA Qualification is internationally

and delegate as much as possible

recognised, it could be anywhere.

Northants CC warned

without losing control.

Northamptonshire County Council has
Other than completing my MBA and

been warned by a court in a judicial

I enjoy working as part of a team of

ACCA studies, my biggest professional

review hearing that plans to close 21

professionals within the academies

achievement has been managing

libraries could breach its statutory

financial reporting division. We have a

the implementation of a new HMRC-

duties. Northamptonshire’s leader Cllr

compliant payment system for a

Matthew Golby responded: ‘We had

DfE executive agency. I applied the

already made a decision to pause the

experience and knowledge I gained as

proposed changes to the local library

director of Caribbean operations for a

service for further consideration.’

US-owned health company, where I set

Councils are required to provide a range

up an integrated payment system.

of ‘statutory services’, but there is no

Producing the
sector’s annual
reports and
accounts involves
one of the largest
consolidation
processes in the UK

clear objective measurement of the
Outside of work my top priority is my

level of service required under the law.

family. Trying to find an acceptable

Northamptonshire is insolvent and was

work/life balance is challenging as

told earlier this year by auditors KPMG

my wife Carol is also a professional

that its proposed 2018/19 budget was

– a psychiatrist – but we do our best.

unachievable. The library closure plans

Keeping in touch with family back in

were drawn up in response.

Jamaica also takes up time.

AB
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Failure not an option
John Sayles FCCA, head of commercial finance at Crown Commercial Service, is
reducing supplier risk in the government’s procurement of common goods and services
Supplier due diligence is a hot topic

another supplier can be easily sourced

vary from fewer than 10 to over 400,

in government following the collapse

and there is no financial loss for the

and their viability and sustainability

of Carillion earlier this year and profit

public body, as there will have been

must be assessed according to the

warnings from other large public sector

no prepayment for goods that cannot

procurement risk profile.

contractors. This places John Sayles

subsequently be delivered. But, Sayles

FCCA at the sharp end of events. He

adds: ‘There are other procurements

facilities management category, which

has been head of commercial finance

that are higher risk, such as cyber and

is currently being reviewed by the

for the past three years and his portfolio

major IT services, where there are larger

public sector following the collapse of

of responsibilities include assessing

call-off contracts. The role of CCS is to

Carillion. ‘We are looking at this very

the viability of potential public sector

be an enabler for government, to take

carefully,’ says Sayles. ‘There is more

contractors for Crown Commercial

some of the heavy lifting out of the

concern in that marketplace now.’

Service (CCS).

procurement work, providing common

‘The essence is to undertake the due

While the government is undertaking
a policy review into what can be learnt

diligence and supplier assurance role for

from the Carillion experience, Sayles

all new suppliers that may wish to join

agrees that some responses are

a framework that CCS is establishing,’

obvious. One is to recognise that even if

he explains. ‘We are very much involved

a subsidiary is in good health, it can be

at the front end in terms of assessing

‘We are looking
at facilities
management very
carefully following
the collapse of
Carillion’

the risk of financial failure of particular
suppliers for a commercial agreement.
This helps to ensure continuity and
completion of common goods and
services contracts with our public
sector customers.’
CCS is a trading fund and executive

compromised by the parent company
being in a less favourable position.
Recent experience also underlines the
importance of not just going for the
cheapest bidder, but also of ensuring
the sustainability of contractors and
understanding the supply chain.

Analytics

agency of the Cabinet Office
(the corporate headquarters for

CCS operates a two-tier system of due

government). The majority of CCS

goods and services commercial

diligence for all potential suppliers.

revenue is levy income, included in

agreements that central government

Initially, this involves the use of the

the contract price, charged by the

and wider public sector organisations

financial failure score and risk reports

supplier to public bodies. However,

can use efficiently.’

from the data analytics specialist Dun

that contract price is ultimately lower

& Bradstreet. ‘Where risk dictates, this

than market averages because of the

Visibility study

is then backed by asking a bidding

procurement work of CCS, so the public

Sayles’ team undertakes due diligence

entity for further information, such

sector achieves a net gain. In 2017/18

on between 50 and 60 frameworks

as audited financial statements for

CCS customers achieved commercial

per year. This involves assessing the

the last two years,’ says Sayles. ‘If

benefits worth over £600m compared to

economic and financial standing

the supplier is a new startup it may

current market comparators.

of every new supplier, with a focus

require a deeper evaluation, and we will

on four pillars of business activity:

look at its business plans and finance

the risk of supplier failure is low. With

buildings, people, technology

lines. We also look for warning signs,

stationery and office equipment, for

and corporate services. For each

such as the failed business associations

example, if a supplier ceases to trade,

framework the number of bidders can

of directors.’

For some types of procurement
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i

CV

in identifying and mitigating supplier
financial risk.
He explains, ‘We evaluate the

2015

market, obtain competitive prices

Head of commercial finance, CCS

and then establish common goods
and services options that represent

2004

value for money, which in turn provide

Senior investigating accountant

savings for customers. In essence

and financial controller, Ministry

it is an economies-of-scale model,

of Defence

identifying and aggregating demand.’

1998

public sector contractors – for

Senior development accountant,

example, NHS hospitals seeking to

HMRC

improve their own economies of scale

The range of providers can include

by supplying laundry-cleaning services

1993
Financial controller, The Grand
Brighton, De Vere Group

to other local NHS bodies.
Sayles also supports the government
in trying to level the playing field for
small businesses that want to supply to

1990

the public sector, and diversifying the

Group financial controller,

government’s supply chain. The aim

Resort Hotels

is for small and medium-sized entities
to fulfil a third of central government
procurement spend by 2022.

CCS monitors the financial health

‘Commercial finance is an exciting

of all suppliers throughout the life

and varied environment to work

of commercial agreements with the

in,’ says Sayles. ‘It’s rewarding to

support of its subscription to the Dun &

use my financial experience to

Bradstreet alert service. Using business

support commercial colleagues

analytics tools like Microsoft Power Bi,

across the organisation.’

AB

says Sayles, helps his team support all
CCS commercial agreement managers

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Warped accounting
‘Unexpected, if not bizarre’ government accounting rules are distorting the
cost of student loans to the taxpayer to the tune of billions of pounds
The Office for Budget Responsibility

significant sums are expected to be

(OBR), an independent body

written off after a set number of years.

that the accounting measures ‘do

established by the UK government to

In addition, the government periodically

not reflect the true fiscal implications

scrutinise public finances, has slammed

sells off part of the loan book. None of

of the transactions taking place’. It

the current system for the treatment

these quirks is captured by ESA 2010.

adds that currently, the public sector
net borrowing (PSNB) balance sheet

of student loans as ‘fiscal illusions’. The
government says that the proportion

Perverse decision-making

measure ignores student loan assets

of the face value of loans issued that

Iain Mansfield, ACCA head of public

entirely while the public sector net

will be not be repaid will rise from 30%

sector, says: ‘If the accountancy rules

financial liabilities (PSNFL) measure

to between 40% and 45%, while the

are not reflecting the true cost, then

records them at a significant premium to

Institute for Fiscal Studies says 48%.

the government is incentivised to

their true value.

Whichever figure is correct, as there is

take decisions that are not in the best

no write-off before the supposed final

interest of taxpayers or students.’

date of repayment, the result seems to

CPD

In a July 2018 report, the OBR states

Loans to students to complete

In terms of borrowing, the OBR says
capitalised interest that is not expected
to be repaid will flatter the figures for

be an artificially flattering portrayal of

university education courses amount to

decades, with large-scale write-offs far

the public accounts.

£15.6bn (0.7% of GDP) in 2018/19, rising

in the future eventually recognising

to £19.1bn (0.8% of GDP) by 2022/23.

the subsidy cost of today’s lending

The OBR estimates that the student
loan book will be worth 11% of GDP in

Andrew McGettigan, a student

decisions. And because of a quirk of the

the late 2030s, an increase from around

finance specialist, gave evidence to the

accounting treatment, the sale of loans

5% of GDP in 2017/18. It predicts this

parliamentary inquiry into the student

before write-offs have been recorded

figure will fall back to around 9% of

loan system. He described student

means the true cost of student loans is

GDP by 2066/67. The Department

finance accounting as ‘unexpected, if

never recognised in borrowing at all.

for Education forecasts that the total

not bizarre, because we know that the

student loan book will be worth £1.2

interest accruing is very unlikely to be

question of funding students through

trillion in nominal terms (£473bn in

repaid, so we are scoring the receivable

universities has always been politically

2018/19 values) by 2049/50.

as income before we have necessarily

controversial. The tuition fees levied by

received it, and we anticipate that we

universities have trebled since 2010, and

may never even receive it’.

in the 2017 general election the Labour

The rules for stating government
accounts are set out in the European

Away from the accounting, the

System of National and Regional
Accounts (ESA) 2010 – the agreed panEU systematic and detailed description

Five alternative accounting approaches

of an economy, which, along with the

1. Revenue and expenditure: the outlays on student finance are assumed to be

companion Manual on Government
Deficit and Debt, aims to record the

grants, and the receipts are assumed to be taxes.
2. Modified interest: student loans continue to be treated as loans, but interest is

‘economic reality of transactions’,
according to Eurostat, the European

recorded when it is paid, reducing final write-offs.
3. Hybrid: the loans are treated in part as loans, since some portion will be repaid,

Commission’s directorate-general for
statistical information.

and in part as grants, since some will not.
4. Net cost to government: the expected cost of financing student loans is added

However, these rules struggle to deal
with a loan where the payment of both

to an approach that recognises write-offs upfront.
5. Commercial accounting style: the net present value of projected future cashflows

interest and principal are contingent on

is used to estimate an upfront write-off cost when loans are issued.

borrowers’ income. For many borrowers,
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‘The interest is
very unlikely to
be repaid, so we
are scoring the
receivable as
income before we
have necessarily
received it’
CPD

The OBR has examined five alternative

party made a high-profile promise

Education. The report states that the

to abolish tuition fees from 2018 if it

decision to switch almost all higher

accounting treatments (see box) to see

formed the next government.

education funding to tuition fees

if any or all of these illusions can be

financed by student loans has hidden

dispelled and the true impact of student

loans in the public finances may seem

the true cost of public spending on

loans on fiscal sustainability revealed.

a matter of purely technical interest,

higher education.

None of the five is perfect, it concludes,

Mansfield says: ‘How we account for

but some offer a better reflection of

but it has a political impact on decisions
that affect the lives of millions of

Degree bias

people. This underlines why financial

The changes, according to the report,

Where the government is predicting

reporting matters.’

have distorted the education system in

it will not get money back [from student

fiscal reality than others.

favour of undergraduate degrees at the

loans], that could be recorded in the

write-offs impacts PSNB and PSNFL.

expense of other options. Lord Forsyth,

national accounts at the time the

The Office for National Statistics (ONS)

chairman of the economic affairs

write-off is recognised,’ says Mansfield.

is considering whether to change the

committee, adds that government

‘Decisions could then be made based

accounting treatment of student finance

write-offs on student loans should be

on the genuine cost to government and

(and consulting with its European

recognised upfront.

the taxpayer.’

The present recording of student loan

counterparts, as it cannot change ESA
2010 rules unilaterally).
In reaching its decision the ONS
might reread the July 2018 report

AB

Mansfield says: ‘The government,
in its review of post-18 education and

Peter Williams, journalist

funding, will have to decide whether to
make recommendations based on the

from the House of Lords economic

current classification or on the true cost

affairs committee, Treating Students

to the taxpayer. This discrepancies have

Fairly: The Economics of Post-School

become too large to be ignored.’

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Headline act
Following Ed Sheeran on tour is all part of the job for Lisa Scully FCCA, FD of music
promoter Kilimanjaro, who has been part of the company’s rapid growth
Few people get to see, let alone work,

to earn. If I start talking about revenues

behind the scenes as Ed Sheeran, Red

and margins, they’ll look at me blankly,’

Scully on ACCA

Hot Chili Peppers and Stereophonics

Scully laughs.

‘I was the only person at Kilimanjaro that

prepare for gigs at major venues.

It’s been an incredible journey for
Scully and Kilimanjaro. When she joined

credentials gave him the confidence that

Scully FCCA, FD of music promoter

the company in 2008, its founder Stuart

I was professional and trustworthy. It has

Kilimanjaro Live.

Galbraith had only put on one show at

also given me a platform to get into an

London’s O2 arena in partnership with

industry I love. There’s also a breadth to

Stadium hours before Ed Sheeran

music promoter AEG Live, and there

the qualification, which means you can

is due on stage, Scully tells AB: ‘I’m

was no finance team.

try your hand at anything.’

Sitting in the royal section of Wembley

currently following Ed around as he

‘I was brought in to build it up from

plays 15 stadiums across Britain –

scratch,’ says Scully, ‘including bringing

co-promoted by Kilimanjaro and DHP

in internal controls, financial reporting

shows go on sale, then once the ticket

Family – including Manchester’s Etihad,

and forecasting. I got my ACCA

money flows in, my team [of three]

St James’s Park in Newcastle, the Cardiff

Qualification while at CC Young & Co,

and I will be accounting for that and

Principality and Wembley.’

where all clients were in the music

allocating it to the shows.’

Scully has to be present at the

industry, although it’s very different now,

Her workload, and the company’s

working on the other side of the fence.’

portfolio, has expanded considerably in

musicians’ tour managers. This involves

She was under no illusions that it was

the past 10 years, from 60 shows in year

bringing together a statement of all the

going to be tough and potentially risky,

one to around 700 now, with turnover

income and costs to work out what the

but she was attracted by Kilimanjaro’s

and profits forecast to hit £70m and £2m

artists are going to be paid.

ethos of finding new acts playing in

respectively in 2018. In just one weekend

small venues and bringing them through

in June they sold 335,000 tickets for

to arena and then stadium level.

various shows, including Sheeran’s gigs;

concerts to do the settlement with the

This usually takes place while the
act is on stage, as that is the only free

Live at Chelsea at the Royal Hospital,

time the manager gets, but Scully often
gets the chance to take a peek at the

Hitting the big time

with a line-up including the Kaiser

live performance. ‘It’s an incredible

A year after Scully joined, Sheeran

Chiefs, James Blunt and Jeff Beck; and

atmosphere at Wembley. You can look

was discovered by Kilimanjaro director

the Stone Free festival at the O2.

at all the invoices, but they don’t tell

Steve Tilley supporting Just Jack at the

There are challenges, however. It’s

you what it’s actually like to be there on

Hoxton Square Bar & Kitchen. The rest,

a high-turnover, low-margin business

show day, watching Ed Sheeran with

as they say, is history.

because Kilimanjaro handles all the

75,000 people in the palm of his hand.’
But balancing the creative and

Other breakthrough bands on their
books include Bastille, Catfish and the

ticket sales, plus the costs, such as
paying for the artist, stages and venues.
It’s also proving harder to find the next

financial is not always straightforward.

Bottlemen and The 1975. These sit

Scully spends a lot of time talking to the

alongside established acts that Galbraith

Sheeran. ‘With Ed we were lucky, but

promoters about their plans for various

has promoted for a while, including

there are so many that don’t go on to

musicians, but it’s hard to predict exactly

Stereophonics, Red Hot Chili Peppers,

make it, which has a knock-on effect for

when the shows will go on sale, the

Simply Red and Andrea Bocelli.

us. Plus, the margins in rock and pop are

impact on cashflow and how much

76

[founder] Galbraith didn’t know, so my

But this is common practice for Lisa

While Scully is not directly responsible

getting squeezed more and more,’ she

money they’ll bring in. ‘Promoters just

for finding acts or booking venues, she

says. ‘Ticket prices are going up and the

want to know how much the show is

is actively involved from an early stage:

artists are requiring bigger fees. We’re

making and how much the artist is going

‘There’s insurance to place as soon as

usually on a 10-15% profit split on the
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big shows, but it can go as low as 5%.’
Another challenge is secondary
ticketing – people buying tickets online

into secondary ticketing in which

DEAG is listed on the German stock

Kilimanjaro is actively involved.

exchange, Kilimanjaro is required to do

The company has boosted its finances

quarterly reporting and at the end of

for concerts then selling them on at

and creative output by diversifying the

the year comply with IFRS, alongside UK

inflated prices. So Kilimanjaro decided

types of event it promotes, including

GAAP on statutory accounts.

to take a strong stand for the Sheeran

comedy, YouTube vloggers’ live

concerts. ‘We employed consultants to

appearances and gaming events. Last

complicated balance sheet because it’s

watch one site that didn’t comply with

year it acquired a 60% stake in the

all revenue driven,’ says Scully. ‘We have

our terms and conditions,’ explains

musical theatre company Flying Music,

minimal non-current assets apart from

Scully. ‘At the concert, these tickets

and it has recently acquired Belladrum

office equipment and investments, and

were marked void, and fans were given

Tartan Heart Festival near Inverness.

treatment under IFRS is comparable.’

‘The good thing is we don’t have a

Kilimanjaro and its subsidiaries will

instructions on how to claim a refund

Tilley and Galbraith also sold a

on the overpriced original ticket, and

controlling stake in Kilimanjaro to

soon be under one roof at a new London

buy again at face value.’ At the time

concert promoter DEAG Deutsche

office. The next step is to explore

of going to press, action is ongoing,

Entertainment in 2014. But they are

global licensing opportunities and

including a Competition & Markets

left to ‘captain the Kilimanjaro ship’

pan-European offers with DEAG group

Authority prosecution of this website,

themselves. ‘They let us make our own

companies. The world stage beckons.

a claim brought by the website, and a

decisions, with just a few limits,’ she says.

parliamentary select committee inquiry

The other small hurdle is that because

Chris Evans, journalist
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Upcoming events
ACCA has a broad programme of over 200 events and webinars this year, providing
members with CPD, technical updates and excellent networking opportunities
Events

can you do the right, ethical
thing? Fifa referee Vikki Allan

Next and changes in retail

combines refereeing with

4 October, Leicester, free

a role in a financial services

With major retail brands

firm, making her ideally

struggling or failing to

placed to advise what works

survive, how do those that

both on and off the pitch.

remain ensure that they don’t
suffer the same fate? Join

Transferable skills

us at Next’s head office to

16 October, Liverpool, free

explore what the company

The skills you learn through

Digital transformation

has been doing to overcome

your qualification and career

Digital is reshaping the global economy and changing today’s

the challenges presented

can be put to use in a variety

workplace. The opportunities for organisations to drive

by changing consumer

of jobs. For those who are

advantage from the digital world have never been stronger.

behaviour, technological

looking for ways to broaden

developments and political

their experience or are

into how your firm can transition to a fully digital practice that

uncertainty.

thinking about changing jobs

is fit for the future. Each roadshow will offer tips from ACCA

but unsure how to go about

members who are leading the way.

Lessons from Legoland

it, this event shares speakers’

9 October, Windsor, free

personal journeys, the skills

Farnell Clarke and author of The Digital Firm – will highlight

Go behind the scenes at

that they’ve picked up along

the key steps required to make this transition. Xero and a

Merlin Entertainment’s

the way and how they’ve

selection of its partners will be exhibiting, so you can see how

Legoland resort in Windsor.

used these to help carve

its technology can help you and your clients.

Ingrid Fernandes, finance

out their own (and others’)

The event is free and takes place in nine locations across the

and strategic development

career-paths. It will include

UK in November and December. Find out more at accaglobal.

director, will cover how

an overview of the changes

com – search ‘future proof your practice’.

the finance team works

to the ACCA Qualification

on business partnering

and how it will remain

throughout the organisation.

relevant in the modern world

Dan Cronin, financial

and transferable across many

controller, will cover how

different areas of business.

the role of the finance

78

Join us at one of 10 roadshows across the UK for an insight

Will Farnell FCCA – founder of multi-award winning firm

Professional courses

and employers, workers,
volunteers and rule changes.

Charity finance conference
17 October, Birmingham,

UK GAAP and IFRS

professional influences key

Managing millennials

£263

30 October, Aberdeen, £219

business decisions.

6 November, Edinburgh, free

This conference for finance

This event focuses on UK

What will happen

professionals working for or

GAAP and IFRS. It will

Facing ethical pressure

when today’s younger

advising charities, trustees

consider lessons learned

9 October, Glasgow, free

generation enters the global

and treasurers provides

in FRS 102, FRS 105 and

Recognising the ‘right thing

accountancy profession?

updates on cybersecurity

FRS 101 and how FRS 102

to do’ is often easy, but is it

Our expert panel will

and GDPR; financial

is applied in non-standard

actually easy to carry it out

discuss the ways millennials

reporting/SORP, including

situations, eg charities

in practice? When faced with

are likely to change the

issues causing charities

and LLPs. It will also look

pressure from all angles, how

workplace.

concern; Gift Aid and VAT;

applying IFRSs 9 and 15.

AB
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See you in Sydney
Members from around the world are converging on Australia this November for the
inspirational programme on offer at the World Congress of Accountants
ACCA will be showcasing its

new ways of working in

cutting-edge research and

the digital age, exploring

collaborative relationships

the connection between

at this year’s World

innovation, financial

Congress of Accountants

performance, and diversity

(WCOA). Held every four

and inclusion.

years, WCOA is the world’s

Other speakers include

number one accountancy

former UN secretary

event. ACCA is a gold

general Ban Ki-moon and

sponsor, and our theme for

Olympus whistleblower

the event is ‘partnerships’.

Michael Woodford.

Helen Brand, ACCA chief

ACCA will be unveiling

executive, will be taking

new research on how

to the stage to talk about

professional accountants

Worth checking out
There are some special activities and deals for ACCA members
at WCOA, which runs from 5 to 8 November 2018 at the
International Convention Centre in Sydney, Australia.
Brand says: ‘WCOA 2018’s

Special rates: ACCA members can take advantage of special

can embrace emotional

rates to attend WCOA as a result of our gold sponsorship. Full

intelligence to help them

theme is Global Challenges/

details are available at accaglobal.com/wcoa.

thrive in the digital age. It

Global Leaders, and the

Sign up for our reception evening: Come and join us for

is also hosting a session

programme focuses on

our key social event during WCOA, where you’ll be able to

called ‘Robotics: unlocking

building prosperity and

network with ACCA members from across the world and

the automation prize in

acting in the public interest

members of ACCA’s Council, along with friends of ACCA

finance’, based on research

– issues right at the heart of

from our partner organisations. You’ll also be able to enjoy

carried out with Chartered

the profession and how it

spectacular views of Sydney Harbour Bridge. Look for the

Accountants ANZ (CA

operates on the global stage.

reception link at accaglobal.com/wcoa.

ANZ), ACCA’s strategic

Quotients quest: Visit ACCA’s stand at WCOA to hear more

alliance partner. CA ANZ

will again be taking part. I’m

about our professional insights research and join in the

is co-hosting WCOA with

sure that the 2018 congress

‘quotients quest’, which is based on the seven skills that

CPA Australia.

will inspire delegates and

professional accountants need if they are to succeed in the

Another ACCA session,

‘I’m thrilled that ACCA

create discussions to help

digital age. Collect our specially designed badges and enter

in partnership with IMA (the

us all deal with the demands

our competition.

Institute of Management

placed on the profession.

Highlights at our virtual conference: ACCA members and

Accountants), will explore

As the leading global

employers will be able to view the highlights of ACCA’s

what the ACCA/IMA global

professional accountancy

activities at WCOA in our annual global virtual conference,

economic conditions survey,

body, we are invested in

Accounting for the Future, which will be held 27–29 November.

which has been running for

ensuring we help develop

Sign up at accaglobal.com/AFF2018.

10 years, can tell us about

the accountancy profession

the future of the economy.

the world needs.’

AB
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What’s on your mind?
A series of ACCA events across the country have gathered members’ views
on the opportunities and challenges faced by accountants and their organisations
ACCA has been all around

clients, penalties, helpline

wages, while some staff are

more important, automation

the country over the past

responses, speed of refunds

unwilling to put in the time

less so where validation will

few months to find out

and debt recovery. HMRC’s

and effort to progress, and

require human intervention.

more about what’s keeping

helpline is considered very

those who do are thought

Employers are encouraging

members awake at night.

poor in all regions, and its

unlikely to stick around.

finance staff to be more

The meetings, involving 172

ability to manage the Making

members in 13 different

Tax Digital (MTD) initiative

members in practice was

and forward-looking – and

locations, looked at issues

is an ongoing worry for

understanding the skills

to keep updating their

affecting members in

practitioners, particularly if

needed by accountants in

skills. Organisations must

practice, the public sector

the taxman ends up getting

the future. Automation is

also update their working

and in business.

sidetracked by Brexit.

pushing practitioners to

environments, with even

assess the value they offer

banking experiencing the
need for flexible working.

Among the few positives

analytical, commercial

Practice

that emerged from the

clients and may lead them to

Members in practice held

conversations about HMRC

revise their service offering.

some of the strongest

were the helpfulness of PAYE

This in turn affects how

Internal audit

views, particularly – and

compliance officers and the

practices will be structured

Internal audit members

perhaps predictably – about

operation of its alternative

and the skills staff will need.

said the lines between risk

HMRC performance. They

dispute resolution service.

The ability to hold on to key

management and internal

As for MTD, members

staff is therefore crucial, with

audit are blurring. This helps

complained that trying
to unwind problems with

were also concerned

firms seeing the need for

internal auditors to be seen

the taxman is ‘practically

about clients attempting

flexible working practices

more as business partners

impossible’, leading to

to manage the accounting

as likely to be vital to the

but can create conflicts of

unchargeable costs and

software requirements. This

retention of talent.

interest – one attendee has

client relationship difficulties.

hasn’t always gone well,

control over the risk register

practitioners said, with some

Business and FS

as well as internal audit.

of HMRC was reserved for

warning that accountants will

Beyond Brexit’s uncertainties

Nonetheless, members said

its ‘inconsistency’ in, for

be left to pick up the pieces

– where members in business

internal audit is regarded as

example, the treatment of

when clients go through their

said it was a case of ‘the

the most risk-aware part of

tax year-end

show must go on’ – the big

the business.

reconciliations.

worry is the freedom from

While internal audit is

Significant

regulation enjoyed by the

being asked to undertake

workflow issues

digital businesses disrupting

more informal health checks

ahead are

financial services. By

and fewer formal audits –

expected.

contrast, traditional financial

aligning the function more

services (FS) businesses

with business objectives

and retention

are having to put in a huge

– there is still concern that

are also on

amount of resources to deal

boards fail to appreciate

practitioners’

with regulatory change,

the role of internal audit.

minds. Larger

particularly in the insurance

Demonstrating internal

practices and

sector with the advent of

audit’s relevance while

industry are

IFRS 17, Insurance Contracts.

managing the expectations

One of the main criticisms

Members across
the board want
ACCA to support
the development
of their soft
skills, including
through CPD

Recruitment

offering higher

80

A key issue raised by

Big data is becoming

of all stakeholders and
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keeping up with technology

making the situation worse.

new roles and a chance

was described as a key

Larger NHS organisations,

to diversify, but they see a

number of huge challenges

challenge. Members said

they warned, can drain

disconnection between these

in maintaining their

there is still little take-up

the best staff from smaller

roles and wider work.

relevance in a world that

of data analytics tools, with

bodies, and finance struggles

many sticking with Excel to

to bring in new people.

What can ACCA do?

them. But they also felt there

In the public sector

Members across the board

are opportunities to grow

in general, broader

said they want ACCA to

and build broad skillsets and

and cybersecurity rises up

and softer skills are in

support the development

great careers in accounting.

audit committees’ agendas,

demand. Mentoring and

of their soft skills, including

IT audit is a growing area,

communication skills in

through CPD. They also

positivity about ACCA,

although IT auditors are

particular are desirable,

want CPD training in their

members also expect it to

still regarded as lacking

particularly in the health

sector or specialism. In fact,

support them in training and

operational knowledge of

sector, where financial

more guidance generally

development, content, and

the business.

reporting can help clinicians

was called for. This content

influencing stakeholders

make value-based decisions.

doesn’t need to be technical,

and society.

Health/public sector

However, there was criticism

but practical and business/

Members in the health

of a tendency in the NHS to

sector-focused.

sector talked about a lack

‘label’ roles and functions.

produce reports.
As tech complexity grows

of financial expertise in

Members acknowledged

NHS organisations, with

that devolution in the

transformation programmes

health service has created

Members identified a

is evolving rapidly around

While there was universal

AB

Kevin Reed, journalist

More information
Find reports and webinars on the network panel discussions
at accaglobal.com/focusgroups2018
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Ethics for breakfast
ACCA is marking Global Ethics Day on 17 October with a series
of ‘follow the sun’ breakfast roundtables and other events

the Carnegie Council and

Visit accaglobal.com/ethics2018 for details
Through a series of

*

When it comes to

and ACCA offices around

‘follow the sun’ breakfast

the world will host breakfast

events around the world,

professional, what are

roundtables to discuss

featuring panel discussions

the challenges and

ethics and professionalism.

with business leaders and

opportunities ahead?

By linking up with ethics

influencers, ACCA and

body the Carnegie Council,

its partners aim to set the

which established Global

tone for Global Ethics Day,

Ethics Day in 2014 to

placing ethics at the top of

celebrate its centenary, and

members’ working agendas.

organisation CFA Institute,

the roundtables will include:

ACCA aims to reinforce its

*

commitment to ethics.

*

What do professionalism
and ethics mean to you?

being ethical and

What part does
technology play in our

*
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Can such a thing
as global ethics
actually work?

*

How is technology
driving unethical
behaviour?

AB

Masterful performance
The ACCA MBA programme offered in partnership with Oxford Brookes University is now
rated seventh best in the world, according to the 2018 edition of QS World University: Distance
Online MBA ranking, which takes graduate employability as its principal metric. The ACCA/
OBU master’s has appeared in the top 10 of the ranking for the past five years. Chris Blackburn,
pro vice-chancellor and dean of Oxford Brookes Business School, said: ‘We deliver a highly
personal and collaborative approach, which suits the needs of modern MBA students, with a
genuinely global learning network for experienced working professionals.’
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